CHAPTER XVII
T H E T H I R D BATTLE OF YPRES

.

WHILEthe I1 Anzac Corps was fighting at Messines, I Anzac
(now Ist, znd, and 5th Divisions) was enjoying what was
probably the longest, most complete, and most pleasant rest
ever given to British infantry in France. It had not been
given without cause. Since July 1916, except for the short
interval of comparative quiet in the Ypres salient, I Anzac
had been continuously in the line under conditions of heavy
strain. Not only the summer fighting at Pozigres and the
second inset on the Somme in the late autumn deserve to be
reckoned as battle service-the tenure of the Flers-Gueudecourt
front during the winter was hardly less strenuous; and
through the chance that, at the winter’s end when others were
training, I Anzac had to take over a two-corps front and
put all four divisions1 in line, one of the heaviest burdens
of the Somme winter campaign had fallen on the
Australian troops. From it they had passed without pause
to the pursuit of the German withdrawal, involving a dozen
sharp little fights. Although this advance of itself had raised
their spirit, the higher commanders had intended to withdraw
them for the new attack-training, which they had not yet
received. But the decision that the Fifth Army should assault
the Hindenburg Line had not only involved the corps in
“ First
Bullecourt ” and the German counter-stroke at
Lagnicourt, but had brought back its divisions from rest, one
after the other, to go through the mill of “ Second Bullecourt.”
In this, as in other wars, no order caused such bitterness
as when tired troops, coming out of battle for a promised
rest, were suddenly commanded to go back into the lineespecially if they saw other well-rested units more favourably
treated. Under much more serious circumstances this order
led to mutiny in the French and German Armies, and evensixteen months later-in
the Australian. All such troubles
were still far from the Australian force, as from the British,
and were nowhere less dreamed of than in the 5th Australian
It then included the 4th Division also.
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Division which, as it happened, suffered least severely of the
Australian divisions, both this year and during the war.2 But
it had a commander-Genera1 Hobbs-intensely sensitive to
the feeling of his men, quick to sense an injustice, and
apprehensive of tlie possible effects. On May 9th when
Birdwood told him, with regret, that tlie division must leave
its rest and go into Second Bullecourt, Hobbs spoke out.
As a senior Australian officer, he said, he felt that he should
tell Birdwood that there was much talk among the troops,
who thought that they were not getting as much rest as was
afforded to other divisions. Birdwood replied that be believed
that all troops were treated alike, being rested in turn when
opportunity offered. Hobbs answered that, unfortunately,
as far as his men could see, this was not the case; they
happened to find themselves billetted next to two divisions
of which one, the 11th, had been out of the line for three
months3 and tlie other, the Guards, for seven weeks. H e felt
that the men’s letters, if published in Australia, might affect
recruiting there. General White, chief of Birdwood’s staff,
had also been impressed with the urgency of the need for
rest, and, on finding the higher staffs disinclined to represent
this need to Haig, had told Major-General Malcoln~,~
M.G.G.S.
of the Fifth Army, that he would never again give his
concurrence in the sending oversea of an Australian force
unless it had on the staff of the conimander-in-chief a
representative with the unquestioned right of placing its point
of view before the “ chief.”
The 5th Division was sent in, and played its full part;
but Birdwood was so impressed by Hobbs’s representations
that he wrote of them fully to Gough, who forwarded them
to the chief of Haig’s general staff, Lieutenant-General
Kiggell. Kiggell did not trouble the Commander-in-Chief with
the matter, but steps were quickly taken to ensure tlie promised
rest. The 1st Australian Division, which was on the point
of carrying out an order to relieve the 11th (British) in
2

4th

Its loss in 1 9 1 7 was 7,471. The 1st lost 9,082. 2nd 12,375; 3rd 13,315;
Ia.110.

3 The 11th was now holding the southern sector of the I Anzac front, and
immediately afterwards went north and took part on the left of I1 Anzac in the
Battle of hlessrnes.
4 Major-Cen. Sir Neil1 Malcolm, K.C.B., D S O . , P.S.C. M.G.G S.. Fifth Army,
1916/17; commanded 66th Div., 1917/18, 39th Div., 1918. Officer of British
Regular Army. of I m d o n . b Argyll, Scotland, 8 Oct., 1869.
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the southern sector of the Anzac line, was replaced by the
48th (British), and the 2nd, Ist, and Sth, as they successively
emerged from Bullecourt, were sent to the quiet back-area
north and east of Amiens, and to the old Somme battlefield,
now silent moorland covered with poppies and other weeds5
Here they began their period of rest and training which
eventually lasted four months. During its early weeks came
news of the victory at Messines, and soon afterwards there
filtered through rumours of preparations for the much greater
undertaking at the Ypres salient.
The French and British policy for the offensive in France
during the remainder of 1917 had been agreed on at the
conference in Paris on May 4th.g The change
Collapse O*
of tactics approved by that conference-the
French effort
sure, step-by-step, wearing-down method-bore
the stamp of General PQtain; and, as Haig and Robertson
also cordially approved of it, any possible British objection
to PQtain's displacing Nivelle seemed to have disappeared.
By May 15th PainlevQ had induced the French Cabinet to
take this step. Nivelle was forced to retire. PQtain became
Commander-in-Chief; and, to replace him as Chief of the
General Staff in Paris, the Government brought back General
Foch, who had received no command in the field since the
Battle of the Somme.
The concerted policy of France and Great Britain now
was that the plan of great concentric Allied strokes agreed on
at Chantilly should be adhered to, even if modified, France
and Britain striking with all their might (though Britain
would take the lead), and calling on Italy and Russia to strike
also. It fell to PQtain to arrange with Haig the action by
which the French Army would carry out its part under the
agreement. Doubtless both Pktain and the French ministers
at first intended action more or less in the spirit of the
Chantilly policy; but there must have reached them, when
the conference of May 4th was actually assembling, news of
an occurrence behind the French line, which, frequently
repeated in the following weeks, was to render worthless any
'The 5th was originally to have been sent to I1 Anzac for hlessines.
had to be used for Bullecourt, the 4th was sent instead.
@

See pp. 549-51.
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promises of such effort. According to the incomplete accounts
so f a r published, on May 3rd the camp of the 2nd French
Colonial Division, which had been brought out of the
line after the Aisne battle, was placarded with notices
expressing the troops’ refusal to go back again while many
of their countrymen were receiving fifteen or twenty francs
a day for working in factories. On May 19th a battalion
of the IX French Corps, when ordered back into the line,
dispersed into the woods. On May 20th serious local mutinies
occurred ; others flared out on the 26th, 27th, and 29th, always
in the areas behind the line. One unit, when ordered to the
trenches, demanded leave ; another boarded a train in defiance
of its officers; a third protested against the Government’s
unreadiness to listen to proposals of peace. Within five weeks
of the cessation of Nivelle’s offensive there occurred in sixteen
different army corps mutinies of troops who alleged that they
had been sacrificed by treacherous or inefficient generals, that
their own artillery had turned its guns upon them, that the
“ Boche,” like themselves, was unconquerable, but that the
governments and the well-paid factory hands would never
make peace unless their own armies forced them to do so.
The simultaneity of these outbursts, and the occurrence
of civil disturbances elsewhere in France, instantly gave rise
to the suspicion that they were organised by secret and
powerful defeatist agencies. For the rest of the year French
politics became to a large extent a campaign for hunting down
enemy agents-some real, and many more suspected-in high
places. There did exist in the country at this time, not only
many honest pacifists largely associated with the pre-war
syndicalist organisations, whose activities had naturally been
stimulated by the Russian revolution, but also some dangerously
influential nien and women, who, in pursuance of their own
financial or other interests, were engaged in intrigues countering
the effort of the mass of their countrymen. Part of their
endeavour was to spread a propaganda of defeatism in the
press, throughout the public, and among the soldiers, who
were daily caught and interviewed as they arrived on leave
at the Parisian railway stations. The breakdown of G.Q.G’s
medical arrangements for receiving casualties during the
offensive had led to a large overflow of wounded to the back
areas, spreading an impression of losses far greater than the
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actual total, enormous though that was. Reports of disaster,
and other propaganda, spreading among soldiers on leave or
divisions in the rest area, intensified the troops’ indignation
at the excessive test that had been imposed upon them.
But that the mutinies were the result of a deep semipolitical plot is a notion wholly unsupported by the evidence,
They were the natural reaction of men, already subjected to
years ot strain, against a command which had ordered them
to achieve an impossibility. When for the fourth year in
succession their leaders had asked them to fling the Germans
out of France, this time with bolder promises than ever before,
their gallant spirit had risen to the occasion. But within
half-a-day they had recognised that the task set them was
one which no army in the world could have achieved, and
in the attempt they had been slaughtered as perhaps men never
before had been. If, in the next seven weeks, protests broke
out in twenty places, it was only because the same cause,
operating everywhere, led to the same effects. Being Frenchmen, they had risen to the effort with special exaltation, and
their sudden depression was all the deeper. Yet in very few
cases did they turn upon their officers. “You have fought
as well as we,” they said. “ W e do not wish you any harm,
but we have had enough. This war must stop.”
Obviously the course they were taking could lead only to
defeat and misery €or their nation. In many cases their officers
soon had them in control again. The French authorities were
extraordinarily successful in preventing news of these mutinies
from spreading through the army and reaching the outside
world. Single incidents became known locally, and some were
more widely reported, as when a draft of young infantrymen
marched through the streets I‘ baa-ing ” like sheep, to indicate
that they were being driven like lambs to the slaughter-house.
Eut until long afterwards no more than a rumour of local
troubles leaked through to most of the British Army; the
diary of Sir Henry Wilson, at PBtain’s headquarters, gives
during May no hint of any true conception of the events ; and,
although by July 2nd the German staff had obtained a more
accurate summary than any that reached the French or British
public until after the war, it was then too late to make use of
that knowledge.
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But to those French authorities who alone were fully
informed, the occurrences during the second half of May
caused tense anxiety. To PQtain, Foch, and the French
Government it was obvious that the French Army was not
equal to the resumption of a sustained struggle like that of the
Somme, however carefully planned ; its capacity even for
single, limited strokes must have seemed doubtful. Yet when
PCtain on May 18th, immediately on his appointment, went
to meet Haig at Aniiens, the British commander showed him
a telegram received from Robertson two days before, saying
that Lloyd George agreed to continue the British offensive,
as arranged on May 4th, only if the French used all available
troops to help. Haig gave PQtain a programme of the British
offensive, and PBtain promised to support it by making certain
attacks. But he informed Haig that there was no longer any
hope o i his being able to undertake the relief of the British
Army farther north than the River Omignon. Sir Henry
Wilson, on hearing of PBtain’s promises, considered them too
vague ; in conversation with PQtainhe gathered that the French
attacks would be mere single strokes, the fighting in each
case to cease within a day or two, when the limited objectives
were gained. H e did not believe that Haig realised this, and
he urged PQtain to make it clear before the British, expecting
more assistance, plunged into their great offensive.’ To
PQtain, conscious of the secret trouble in his army, Wilson’s
urgency was irksome, and the behaviour even of Focli, a
close friend, showed Wilson that at this time his presence
at G.Q.G. was not desired. Haig-who, Wilson thought, did
not understand the French-and PBtain preferred to deal with
each other direct rather than thrcugh him. At PQtain’s request
Wilson was recalled.
The first of the French supporting attacks was to be made
almost at once on the Aisne battlefield during the British
offensive at Messines. But mutinies were still flaring out.
On June 2nd, a company of French infantry started from the
front to march on Paris. It was stopped, but General Maistre
now warned PQtain that the Sixth Army required rest and
that, if its leaders persisted in the offensive, “ w e run the
1 According to Brigadier-General J. Charteris i n his life of Haig, p. 269, PCtain
did not wlsh the British to engage in extensive unlimited operations.
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risk of seeing our men refuse to leave the trenches.” PQtain,
after seeing Foch and PainlevQ, sent the chief of his staff,
General Debeney, to Haig with a frank explanation that the
morale of the French Army would not allow of its delivering
an infantry attack on June Ioth, or for at least a month
afterwards.
With Haig’s concurrence, this attack was
cancelled.
The French Army was, in fact, seriously bending under
the enormous strain of three years of the Great War, and
for Pktaiii and the French Government there could now he
only one immediate war-aim, to nurse it back to its former
toughness. For this task PBtain was precisely the leader
required ; he had a magnificent second in Foch, and PaiiilevB,
though he has been bitterly criticised, devoted his active brain
to the effort. Powerful influences from England and even
from France urged these three to commit the French Army
to a supreme effort like that of the British at Ypres, but,
whatever their promises on May 4th, they now made no
pretence-at
least, to their French critics-of any intention
to fulfil them. PainlevQ’s book, Conrrttent j’ai ttomme’ Foch
et Pe‘tain, is largely a claim for the credit of having resisted
this demand. The new plan of PQtain, Foch, and Painlev6
was a rigid defensive-except for two or three limited attacks
to help the English-until the Americans should be ready in
1918. Behind this defensive they would build up their army
and an immense accuiriulation of material ; they would double
their heavy, quick-firing artillery, enormously increase their
air fleet, build 3,000 small tanks, and supply an enormous
quantity of smoke shell to mask them, and of poison-gas shell.
Thus i n 191svictory should be certain. To all who urged
an immediate effort in combination with, and on the same
scale as, the British offensive, Pdtain replied: “ I am waiting
for the Americans and the tanks !”
Meaiiwhile he nursed his army. H e obtained the Government’s consent to stronger measures against mutineers,
propaganda, and agitation,@and at the same time assiduously
visited his troops, speaking to officers and men, investigating
and exhorting; never familiar, but simple, just, and direct.
‘Nivelle had asked for these in February.
They were denied to him and
Painlev6 would not give, even to PBtain, all the powers requested, for exampfe, the
abolition of the right of appeal to the President against military sentence. The
President, however, agreed not to exercise his powers of revision
3“
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H e gave them ..ome leave once in four mont..s, which meant
a withdrawal of over 300,000 men from the front. At the
same time he brought to trial the leading mutineers in the
affected units; 150 men were condemned to death, but only
23 were shot and the remainder sent to serve in the colonies.
The trouble was swiftly ended-it is said that no collective
refusal to obey occurred after June 10th; and the shaken
morale of the French Army began slowly to recover.
This recovery is one of the most astonishing incidents of
the war. The position early in June is described by Sir Henry
Wilson, whose eyes were opened by a final visit to the French
front at Verdun :
The younger men are tired and depressed; the women are ditto; be
careful. . . . . Be careful, don’t ask too much, and gain some
Successes. Always the same story.

Clemenceau, then President of the W a r Commission in
the French Senate, told him that they must wait for the
Americans and not lose men, and that he liked PQtain just
because he would not attack. By these tactics and with the
help of a too little recognised quality of toughness, the French
Army and people recovered. But how far the same leaders
who claimed credit for refusing to engage their army in “ a
second Battle of the Somme ” definitely relied upon the British
Artny engaging in one and fighting it single-handed during the
rest of the year, is not yet fully known. Haig afterwards
stated that he had not divulged to anyone the urgent appeals
received from PQtain during this c ~ i s i s . ~There is no doubt
that these largely influenced his employment of the British
Empire’s forces in the Third Battle of Ypres. But the
insistence of the British Admiralty carried perhaps even more
weight.
During 1917 war weariness was powerfully affecting all
the original combatants. Its niost important results had
occurred in Russia. But in Tune Kerensky,
Warweariness
to the surprise of the other Allies, succeeded
elsewhere
in bringing
- - the more loyal Russian units to

g

Sir Wllliam Robertson, in Soldwrs and Statesmen, Vol. X I ,
.2!8, says that
during the period of the mutlnies PCtain naturally wished the
ritish to be as
aggressive as possible. Brigadier-General Charteris, on the other hand, says that
PCtain believed ‘ I that .
. the British as well as the French Armies should
confine their fighting to small operations with limited objectives
According to
the diary of Sir H. Wilson, Foch was opposed to Haig’s strategy in Flanders.
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an offensive. Launched on July Ist, it made during the
next fortnight remarkable progress, chiefly against the
Austrians, greatly cheering the Allies and causing extreme
anxiety to the German leaders. But here there occurred the
very development that PQtain and Painlev6 feared if they
undertook a general offensive in France: the morale of the
troops was unable to sustain the effort, and, when on July 19th
the German reserve counter-attacked, they melted like snow.
At the same time the Bolshevik party obtained control of
Petrograd, and by the end of July it was certain that, at least
for purposes of the Chantilly plan, Russia was out of the war.
In England, and much more in Germany and Austria, the
strain was showing itself in increasing peace-talk which,
however strongly opposed by patriotic sentiment, was not so
liable as in France to be regarded as treachery.1° The inclination to end the war was most evident in Austria, and at secret
interviews in Switzerland the chance of detaching Austria
from Germany was probed by the Allies. In Germany, where
hope of winning the war on land or sea had for the moment
died low, there was widespread chafing at the Government’s
continued failure to state its terms of peace.ll The Chancellor
and military chiefs had never yet even renounced the intention
of annexing or controlling Belgium. The German masses,
then at least, did not stand for annexation, which obviously
put peace out of question.lz
On July Sth, when the Reichstag had to be summoned to
vote war funds, the Chancellor, von Bethmann Hollweg, was
surprised by a powerful demand, launched by Herr Erzberger,
a Catholic leader who had been in touch with Austria, that the
Government must declare its readiness to make a reasonable
peace without annexations or indemnities 011 either side.
Erzberger further demanded that the Prussian people should
be given parliamentary government. An acute crisis arose.
‘OThe tendency culminated, in England, in the publication in November of Lord
Lansdowiie’s famous letter reviewing the possible conditions on which Germany
might be ready to negotiate for peace.
For President Wilson’s request for this, and the replies of Germany and of
her opponents, see pp. 51-6.
I’ Letters captured on German soldiers a t Ypres illustrate the general feelings.
A girl in Breslau wrote that boys of 17 or 18 were being called up for service,
“ a n d there are still people who thlnk we can never make peace unless we get
Belglum.
What use would Be!kium be to me?”
A man on the staff of the
Bnnd Reserve Division wrote:
l h e r e will probably be no peace till the same
thing happens a s in Russia. Otherwise England will not discus?, terms with our
Emperor, and we are no longer in a position to force her to do so.
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The Chancellor, though resisting, really leant to the popular
view. The Emperor and Crown Prince gave way on the
question of the Prussian franchise. Hindenburg and LudendorfF, who had hurried to Berlin, were given to understand
chat this was no business of theirs, and the Chancellor’s
resignation was refused. They determined to force him out
of office, and accordingly sent in their resignations; but
already, after a conference between the Crown Prince and
the Reichstag leaders, the Emperor had altered his decision.
Bethmann Hollweg fell, and a little-known Prussian official,
Dr. Michaelis, took his place. The policy of Michaelis, though
obscure at the time, apparently aimed at satisfying the military
chiefs by drawing the teeth of any peace-action by the
Reichstag. This he did by straining the interpretation of a
resolution, now passed by the Reichstag on July Igth, in
favour of a peace by understanding, without annexations.
The Reichstag’s gesture had one important result.
It
counted for little in Germany, where the military chiefs were
now secure; but, reinforced by the separate action of the Pope,
who now invited both sides to consider terms of peace, it
drew from Allied statesmen replies which cleared the position.
The Pope’s proposal appeared to favour a return to pre-war
territorial boundaries. T h e British Government’s attitude,
indicated in an earlier speech by Lloyd George, was that the
inhabitants of any territory in dispute should have the right
of determining their own allegiance.
This principle was
probably considered by most British people to be a just one.
But Lloyd George’s omission of any reference to France’s
unconditional claim to Alsace-Lorraine caused much criticism
in France; and in Australia W. M. Hughes, foreseeing that
such a peace might necessitate the handing back of German
New Guinea, at once stated that it must not be assumed that the
Australian Government concurred. French discontent forced
the British Prime Minister in September to declare his support
f o r the claim to Alsace-Lorraine.18 President Wilson’s reply to
the Pope’s invitation took ground, in which the common
opinion at least of the British Army solidly supported him,l’
13 Balfour indicated his personal support for it a few days before Lloyd George.
Declarations were also made by Asquith and Churchill.
1 4 The same point had been made by Lloyd George referring to the speech of
hrichaelis. The Allies, he said, could not trust the present Government of Germany
in making peace, but “ w e could make peace with a free Germany.”
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that peace could not be made with the present autocratic
Government of Germany, which would merely use such a peace
to recuperate its strength for another war.
It thus became evident that Germany’s opponents would
demand the unconditional return of Alsace-Lorraine to France,
and the establishment of genuine democracy in Germany. The
former demand neither the Reichstag nor the German people
would then consider-nor would the Emperor the latterunless beaten to their knees. By October, although the
Reichstag was still troubled by controversy, which originated
in a disclosure of mutiny in the German fleet, and which
eventually led to the replacement of Michaelis by Count
Hertling,15 serious peace-talk had ended, and events then
occurring swung German feeling in a very different direction.

In the circunistances just related, the carrying out of
anything like the true Chantilly policy could not long remain
within hope. Italy launched offensives, each
Theoffensive
successful at first, on May 12th and August
authorised
17th ; France made single attacks--comparable
to the Messines offensive-on August 20th and October zgrd,
and with an army of six divisions assisted in Haig’s operation
in Flanders ; and Russia began her short-lived general offensive
on July 1st. But, even to the most optimistic mind, all
prospect of successful all-round pressure by the Allies must
have disappeared when PBtain on June 4th revoked the offer
of French support during the Messines offensive. From that
day it must have been clear to Haig that the assistance from
the French Army would, to say the least, be much less than
he and the British Government on May 4th had required.
Yet Sir Henry Wilson found him strangely undisturbed by
the prospect.lB The inner history of Haig’s conduct of British
strategy at this time has still to be made known; but it is
obvious that in continuing to plan his Flanders offensive,
although the British Government had warned him that the
undertaking must be conditional upon the French also attacking with all available troops, he was assuming a formidable
of Bavaria, then 74 years of age.
See Wilson’s Life and Diaries edited by Major-General Sir C. E. Callwell,
Vol. I , ). 360.
I M Premier
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responsibility. It does not by any means follow that Haig
was wrong; but from this moment his policy and that of the
Prime Minister again diverged, and, although the political
leader has been charged with inconsistency, dispassionate study
does not tend to confirm this. Lloyd George, when he lent
his support to Haig’s scheme, had in view the Admiralty’s
representations, but he was also endeavouring, like Haig, to
re-establish the principle of united offensive by the Allies.
H e never dreamed of committing the British Empire to a
practically single-handed effort to bend back the enemy’s flank
on the Western Front; and from the moment when, in spite
of Haig’s complacency, he suspected-and rightly-that French
assistance would fail, the Prime Minister returned to the
alternative that he had always before favoured, of trying to
“ knock away Germany’s props.”
Not only Lloyd George but every other member of the
War Committee feared that Haig’s scheme of a titanic, almost
unsupported, struggle against the strongest defences of the
strongest enemy might be a fatal mistake. But when the
question arose of what else should be done, each favoured a
different course. All felt that strong pressure must be exerted
in some direction to prevent Germany from attacking not
only France but Russia and Italy. Even a soldier as strongly
opposed to the proceedings of the War Cabinet as Sir William
Robertson admits that it was
very difficult for the British authorities to know what to do for the best.
One thing they could not do-remain inactive.

A W a r Policy Committee1?was formed to explore the suggested
projects. Lloyd George favoured a joint offensive in Italy,
to put Austria out of the war,18 but he could not convince his
colleagues. O n June 20th in the course of its almost desperate
investigations, the War Policy Committee called Haig to
London and closely questioned him.
H e and Robertson
consistently opposed all projects for directing British effort
elsewhere than on the Western Front, and Cabinet reluctantly
permitted him to proceed tentatively with the massive preparations in Flanders.
1 7 Consisting of Lloyd George. Lords Curzon and hlilner. and General Smuts.
-The stroke proposed was the capture of Trreste. which was less distant from
the Italian front than Ostend from the British; but there was no certainty that
its capture would have caused Austria to make peace. and the operatton invited
a reply like the stroke later made by the Germans at Cayoretio
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Haig’s intention was to strike on July 25tl1, and, from the
Battle of Messines onwards, the whole effort of the B.E.F.
was steadily coiicentrated to that end. Until the third week
in July the Government withheld authority for launching the
actual blow, but both Robertson and Haig knew that its
authorisation was increasingly certain as time wore on
without an alternative decision being made.le On July 18th a
member of the Cabinet assured Robertson that Haig’s plan
would have his utmost support provided he could be sure of
Haig’s adherence to the ‘‘ step-by-step ” method of attack.
The War Cabinet ministers all feared that Haig might be
tempted to push on beyond the protection of his artillery, and
incur losses like those of the French on the Aisne. Robertson,
who agreed as to the danger that would follow such a proceeding, gave an assurance that he thought there need be no fear
of Haig’s going beyond the protection of his guns “until
. . . . a real break-through occurs.” That week the
Cabinet authorised Haig to attack. Lloyd George agreed,
believing that, if, after the first week or two, the results proved
incommensurate with the loss, the attack, being on “ step-bystep ” lines, could be stopped and other plans tried. Robertson
was instructed to assure Haig of the Cabinet’s “ whole-hearted
support.”
But while Haig intended generally to adhere to “ step-bystep ” tactics, he never lost sight of the strategic victory which
he hoped to gain by breaking through the
IIaigfSF1andere Germans in Flanders when their demoralisatactics
tion should give him the opportunity. I t was
possibly for this reason that he placed in charge of the main
stroke General Gough instead of General Rawlinson, a
confirmed believer in the limited attack.2o In all, 34 British
and 6 French divisions were gathered in Flanders. Five of
them formed a separate force-the
Fourth Army, under
General Rawlinson-on the coast, where they were to strike
only when the main attack was shaking the enemy by driving
him beyond the Passchendaele-Staden Ridge. The remaining
35, comprising three armies, would launch or support the
offensive on a 15-mile front from south of Warneton to
See Soldiers and Statesmen, Vol. I I . p . 247.
m S e e p . 726 and Vol. I I I 0. 2 3 7 ) .
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Steenstraat. On the 6 southern miles of this front the Second
Army of 13 divisions under General Pluiner would attack
with 5 of its divisions; on the central 7 miles, Gough’s
Fifth Army of 16
divisions would
deliver the niaiii
attack, using I O
divisions ;
and,
on the northern
2 miles, Geiieral
Anthoine’s First
French Army of
6 divisions would
attack with 2
divisions. General
PQtain was particularly anxious
that the French
should assist in
t his
offensive,
probably hoping,
with reason, that
the stoutoptimism
The forces for ‘‘ Third Yprrs.”
of the British
“ Tommies ” would be infused into his co-operating troops.
I t was hoped that, if the main offensive went well,
the Fifth Army would have captured the PasschendaeleStaden heights and be launching its later offensive beyond
them in time to enable the coastal attack to catch the high
tides of August 7th or 8th.*l As this part of the ridge was
from 5 to 8 miles distant, the plans obviously assumed the
possibility of rapid advance in the early stages. When, five
weeks beforehand, the objectives for the first day’s fighting
were being worked out, the inconsistency of this assumption
with the principles of the “ step-by-step ” attack was anxiously
questioned in a well thought-out staff monograph, written, as
has lately been disclosed, by Major-General Davidson,Pz
Director of Military Operations at G.H.Q. Should the first
’1 If not, the coastal attack must wait until late August or early September.
Major-Gen. Sir J. H. Davidson, K.C.M.G., C.B., D S O., ps.c. Officer of
British Regular Army; of Fareham, Hants, Eng; b. Maurltlus, a4 July, 1876.
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day’s advance exceed 1,500-3,000 yards? The sureness of the
system depended on the troops arriving at their objective so
well in hand that they could consolidate a straight, clean line
from which to launch their next advance two or three days
later. Admittedly they could gain an ostensible advantage by
thrusting deeper in the first attack, but would it be a real one?
The German reserves would be brought up to face them
whether the thrust was shallow or deep; and it was surely
better for the attacking troops to be fresh, strong, and
organised when they met this enemy than to be tired,
disorganised, and depleted. If the objective was deep, there
would have to be wholesale reliefs before the next blow, and
the artillery would have to be advanced over shattered ground.
After a succession of limited blows, General Davidson
admitted, the British command might be justified in taking
risks, but only on proof that the Germans were generallyand not merely locally-denioralised.
General Gough, on the
other hand, in his written comments upon this paper, contended
that the attacking force would waste a valuable opportunity
if it did not reap from the first attack all the advantages
possible ; the first organised stroke should be quickly followed
by others, but he did not favour limiting these too strictly in
depth. After conference, the objectives for the main attack
were laid a t the three German trench-systems, distant from
the start, roughly, 1,000, 2,000, and 3,500 yards; a fourth
line, along the ridge at Broodseinde, was to be reached by
exploitation, if opportunity offered. General Gough now
urged28 that only the second objective should be aimed at on
the first day-from now on, throughout the offensive, he seems
consistently to have advocated shallow, limited objectives ;
but General Plumer pressed for the deeper offensive, and his
view was approved.
The fact stands out that not only was the whole Flanders
offensive planned with a largely strategical object, but the
first stroke in it was devised, not as a closely limited battle
of attrition on the lines favoured by PCtain and Robertson,
but with mixed aims-to penetrate as well as to wear
See The F i f t h Armv.
b. 198.
_,.
“ O n June I Haig told his army commanders that in the plan of the whole
offensive. underfying the intention of wearing out the enemy, was the strategrcal

objective of securing the Belgian coast and connecting with the Dutch frontier
At a later stage he indicated,,his intention as: “Wear down the enemy. but at the
name time have an obiective
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A breach was not expected to be achieved so early as in the
first thrust on the Somme, but the strategical motive was
actually stronger at Ypres. Here again, it by no means follows
that Haig was wrong, but in this mixture of motives lay
grave disadvantages. In a battle of attrition surprise was not
vital. It might actually be an advantage that the enemy,
expecting attack, should have brought up strong reserves, and
should be led to thrust them under the overwhelming artillery,
whose special object was their destruction. But if an early
break-through was intended, surprise was all-important. To
the ordinary rank and file, at the time, it seemed that the
British command had given up all hope of deceiving the
enemy as to the geographical direction of its great offensives
in 1917, and that the preparations were therefore carried
through quite openly. I t was evident that, in choosing to
attack at Ypres, Haig must be deliberately facing the fact that
the concentration of his troops, artillery, and stores, would
be carried out under the eyes of German observers, to whom
that ground was exposed. Even had the area been hidden,
the long drawn-out preparations for this, the greatest “ battle
of material ” ever fought-the
making of roads, railways,
tramways, and dumps, and the bringing up of previously
unheard-of masses of ammunition and artillery-must
have
been detected by the enemy, unless the German airmen were
entirely suppressed, which at this time they were not.
The truth is that Haig well knew that, as at the Somme
and Arras, the Germans could not fail to anticipate an
oftensive, but he hoped to deceive them at least as to the time,
nature, and direction of the stroke. H e had intended, first,
by the use of divisions which the French had promised to
relieve at Havrincourt, fo create the impression that the Arras
offensive was still continuing. When PQtain cancelled the
Havrincourt relief, this feint at Arras had to be abandoned.P5
Haig’s second effort at deception aimed at creating the impression that the preparations at Ypres portended an attack on
Lille. Accordingly on June 26th and 28th the 3rd and 4th
Canadian and 46th British Divisions attacked near Lens,
pretending to drive towards Lille from the south-west. The
Small divisional attacks made pn une 14 beyond Monchy le Preux, and on the
15th near Bullecourt, were obviousfy insufficient to slmulate an offensive of
importance.
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Messines offensive and activity at Ypres might suggest a
corresponding effort to encircle Lille from the north-west, and
the Second Army was accordingly ordered to convey this
impression as far as possible.
It is obvious, however, that no great degree of surprise
could reasonably be expected. At best the German reserves
would be close, and the attack would be faced by an enemy
deeply disposed in strong defence-lines, which in wet weather
would become almost impassable-a recognised risk attaching
to any offensive in Flanders. Moreover behind the German
reserves in France stood a large potential reserve which, in
extreme need, Germany could withdraw from the Russian
front. In a11 these circumstances tactics of attrition-“ stepby-step ” methods-were obviously the most practicable ; but
several times during the offensive Haig’s belief that the
Germans’ morale might break at any moment, and his vision
of decisive results if they were driven from the coast, attracted
him to other tactics.
So obvious were the preparations, and so widely had the
coastal offensive been discussed, especially in Great Britain,2u
that it arouses no surprise to learn that never, after the battle
of Messines, had Crown Prince Rupprecht the least uncertainty
as to the imminence of Haig’s offensive at Ypres. The Lens
feint was well carried out, but it could not deceive an enemy
so thoroughly enlightened.
On June 12 the Crown Prince Rupprecht, and on June g the headquarters of the Fourth German Army (hold,iFg the Flanders front),
described a coming British offensive there as certain.” The insertion
of additional German divisions to strengthen the Ypres front, and of
others in rear for purposes of counter-attack, began at once. The form
of the offensive was judged with perfect a c c u r a c y i m attack t t free the
Belgian coast, assisted by a landing from the sea and by two limited”
offensives by the French.*’ A captured British flying officer said that
an attack upon Lille was intended, but Prince Rupprecht thought it
unlikely.
The preparations for the Canadian attack at Lens, which had
purposely been inflated by the bringing thither of guns on their way
northwards from the Third Army, did thoroughly deceive the German
army facing it-the Sixth. On June 25, just before the Canadian attack,
“ T h e diary of an Australian, then on leave in England, says.--“ Everyone in
England was talking of the coming British offensive.
1 heard more of It there
. . The first thing X asked,me was. Well, Z-,
than in France.
when is the big offensive along the coast coming off,
1 ,,pretended to know
nothing. It simply shocked me to hear the way people talked
See Crown Prince Rupprecht‘s diary tor June 16. PainIevC the French
Minister of War. in an indiscreet speech on July 7, made the limfted nature of
the French effort clear to all the world.

.
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the Sixth Army reported that it observed all the signs {Jf a great
offensive-such as concentrations of tanks, air forces, and hospitalsand that it expected “with certainty’’ a major attack towards Loos.
It warned Prince Rupprecht that it could spare no more forces for
strengthening the front at Ypres. and so threw on him the sole responsibility if disaster followed through his taking away more of its artillery.
But with his wider view as commander of the whole north-western
front28 he was not deceived. An offensive a t Ypres, he wrote, was
certain; the British had not the strength for two major strokes; the
threat at Lens must therefore be a feint, to hold the German artillery in
that sector.
At this stage Ludendorff suggested that the best way of preparing
for the corning offensive might be to withdraw, on the eve of the attack,
to more rearward lines,29 and so to force the British t c waste time
by again advancing their artillery. The proposal was put io the army
commanders, and the Sixth Army a t once took this step along that part
of the front which it believed to be threatened. But, as Haig had
foreseen, the Fourth German Army in Flanders could not fall back
without endangering the Belgian coast. I t decided that its line of
resistance must be in the rear elements of its first line.
By July 6 Prince Rupprecht recorded that he had now ample troops
and ammunition to meet the coming offensive. The two corps holding
his Ypres and Dixmude sectors-precisely
those threatened by Haig’s
intended main blow towards Roulers and Thourout-had been disposed
in great depth. Each regiment of the front-line divisions had Its three
battalions behind one another, in line, su!port, and reserve ; and behind
these in each sector lay a third of the counter-attack division,” with
its remaining two-thirds still further back. The Germans were accurately
informed even of the tactics approved by the Paris conference on May 4
-a succession of limited advances; and at the last moment the ascertained bringing-up of British cavalry was rightly interpreted by Prince
Rupprecht as showing that Haig was departing from that method and
contemplating an early break-through.
The front of the whole
operation was exactly determined. B y July 9 the German artillery
(which, Prince Rupprecht notes, was then actually firing more than the
British) was constantly blowing up dumps of British ammunition, and
almost the only thing that puzzled the German leaders was why the
British artillery did not begin its bombardment.30
No offensive-wen including Nivelle’s-m the Western Front was
ever so clearly heralded or so confidently awaited. H a d it not been for
threats on other fronts, the Germans would certainly not have been
content to sit idly watching while Haig perfected his deliberate
arrangements. On July I I a proposal of Prince Rupprecht, to strike
into the south of the Ypres salient and disorganise the preparations of
the British artillery, was rejected by Ludendorff, who could not furnish
the necessary reinforcements. But a highly effective blow, delivered the
previous day by the Germans on the coast, shows what the German
command would have attempted, had force been available.
~~

~

His group then comprised the Fourth, Sixth, and Second Armies.
’“AS had bren sugKcsted. but not done. before hlessines.
= T h e German command was. however. wrong in one of its anticipations, that
the British would violate Dutch neutrality, landing on the coast of Holland. or at
Throughout the offensive. two German
least seizing the island of Walcheren
infantry divi‘ions and one of cavalry were held in readiness against this attack.
(Gen. yon Kubl. Der Wrltkneg 1914-18, Yol. 11, p. 116.)
18
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O n July Ioth, on the coast, the Germans unexpectedly
attacked General Rawlinson’s army and drove it out of the
greater part of its bridge-head across the Yser-a
position
from which a large portion of its force in the coastal attack
was to have been launched. The and Australian Tunnelling
Company played an important part in that area, and the
incident is therefore fully described in an appendix.31 It
caused a setback to the good prospects of Rawlinson’s plan,
but still left part of the bridge-head in British hands. H e
merely found it necessary to modify the project; and as, from
the first, this had been entirely subsidiary, the scheme for the
main Ypres attack was not affected.

The great bombardment at Ypres began on July 15th. On
the Fifth Army’s front the British guns stood thicker than
ever before, one to every 6 yards as against
The Ypres
one to every 7 at Messines. On the left the
bombardment
French had their artillery even denser, roughly
one piece to every z t yards of a 2,600 yards front. The
British guns for the attack comprised 2,092 of field artillery,
718 medium artillery, and 281 heavy artillery, 3,091 in all.32
The weight of ammunition thrown in the last ten days of the
bombardment on each yard of the Fifth Army’s front did not
quite reach the corresponding figure for the Messines bombardment, being 43 tons per yard against 5% tons; but the
preparation was carried out on the same system, the suppression
of the German artillery being considered all-important, and
reserved for the last stage so as to catch the German batteries
in their final
During the bombardment it was
Appendix N o 2, pp 960-5.
“ T h e growth of the British artillery is evidenced by the number of guns
employed on the first day of successive oftensives
Somme.
Arras L Vimy.
Messines.
Third Ypres
(4th Army) (1st & 3rd Armies) (and Army) (and L 5th Armies)
. 1,254
1,890
1,Sro
2,092
Field arty
Medium arty. . .
284
680
570
718
2 $3
a8 I
..
143
309
Heavy arty.

.

Totals

..

-

-

-

-

1,681

2,879

2,338

39091

” T h e First French Army on the other hand, took its counter-battery work first
then demolition of defences,’ and finally the immediate preparation for the attack:
the imminence of this, however, being carefully scrcend.
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suspected that the Germans had moved back their artillery?'
Moreover shooting was hampered by the Flemish haze, and
army commanders-especially General Anthoine-asked
for
more time.
Haig was loth to grant this; records of past years made h
practically certain that rain would come early in August. But
thoroughness of preparation was the first essential, and
reluctantly he agreed to postpone the attack until the 28th.
Difficulty of observation, however, continued.
General
Anthoine was impressed by the fact that his artillery had
destroyed only 40 or 50 of the 120 German gun-emplacements
on its
Adhering to Pdtain's principle-not to attack
without certainty of success-he begged for three more days.
Doubts still existed whether the British preparation was
complete, and Haig therefore postponed the attack until
July 31st.
Despite General Anthoine's doubts, the first twelve days'
bombardment had overwhelming effect on at least part of the
German garrison. I n case the Germans might prematurely
withdraw, both British and French constantly probed the
front, and on July 23rd and 25th French artillery officers found
that they could walk over parts of the German lines almost
unhindered-three
of them brought in 19 prisoners. On the
27th both the French and the left flank of Gough's army found
the opposing trenches deserted. In the area of the 49th
German Reserve Division they were able to advance 600-800
yards and even to cross the Yser Canal.s8 A difficult obstacle
in front of the left of the attack was thus p a s ~ e d . 5 ~O n the
German side the 49th Reserve Division was ordered to wipe
the stain from its record by recapturing its lines, but the
French and British barrage was so effective that the Allies
were barely aware that any counter-attack had been a t t e r n ~ t e d . ~ ~
"Inquiry at the Rerchsarchw has shown that there could be found no record
of such withdrawal either at Messines before June 7, or at Ypres before July 31.
'6 The German batteries would not disclose themselves.
Capitaine Delvert (Les
Operations de la Ire ArmCe dons les Flandres) says that, on July a s , to 75,000
French shells the German artillery replied with 4,000.
'U Joining the Yser,
I O miles north-west of Ypres, with the Lys at Comines,
8 miles south-east of Ypres.
On the British front the discovery seems to. have been made by airmen. During
the night of the=a7th the British threw 1 7 bridges across the canal.
aa How inaccurate even fairly written history can be, is shown by the statement
in the G e r y n official monogrEph (Fhndern 1 9 / 7 ) , that the British, after being
stuhborn fighting on the a7th, broke suddenly into the front of the
repulsed in
49th Reserve Division, and occupied it against weak resistance. The counter-attack
was attempted by parts of the 49th and asrd Reserve Divisions.
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Although the British artillery in the salient eventually
dominated the German, which it outnumbered by two-if not
three-to
one, much of it had to fire from
The *ustrauan almost naked positions on the Ypres flats, and
Artillery
its sufferings were, in general, beyond any
in its previous experience. “ On no previous occasion,” says
Haig’s despatch, “ . . . . . had the whole ground from
which we had to attack been so completely exposed to the
enemy’s observation.” O n to these flats had to be crowded
the batteries not only of the attack, support, and reserve
divisions, and most of the “ a r m y ” brigades of the B.E.F.,
but even those of the Australian divisions then resting on the
Somme (but under orders to move to Flanders), and of the
4th Australian Division then holding a quiet part of the Second
Army’s front south of Messines. From the German records
it is abundantly clear that these movements were anxiously
followed and carefully registered by the enemy’s observers,
especially the thrusting forth of batteries across the YpresComines Canal to the area of Zillebeke Lake.
It so happened that this was the area into which part of
the Australian artillery was brought. Leaving the Somme on
July 8th and gth, the artilleries (now two brigades each) of
the Ist, znd, and 5th Australian
Divisions after a week’s march
reached the bleak village of Dickebusch, three miles south-west of
Ypres.
I n the muddy fields
around this cluster of poor
cottages they placed their waggonlines. But the batteries marched
out almost immediately under the
orders of several of the Fifth
Army’s southern divisions, to
which their brigades had been
A-1st A.F.A. Bdr.
B-2nd A.F.A. Bdr.
allotted
(as shown in the
C - h d D I U .A r t y .
D-4th D I U . A r t y .
marginal sketch), and to which
E-13th A.F.A. Bdr.
F-14th A F . A . Bdr.
their heavy and medium trenchmortar batteries had already gone.
The 4th Division’s artillery had already been sent from
I1 Anzac to the northern flank of the Second Army at the
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Canal, and therefore was close to the

The preliminary bombardment had begun before the
Australian artillery from the Somme arrived, and the brigades
went straight from rest into the feverish tension preceding
the battle. From the moment when the batteries of the
1st Division moved to their gun-pits near Zillebeke, it became
evident that they were confronted by experiences more severe
than any they had met. One of the main differences between
the conditions of I‘ Third Ypres ” and those previously
experienced on the Somme was that, whereas at the Somme
the German artillery fire lay perhaps more heavily on the
forward area, at Ypres it thrashed the roads, bivouacs, and
battery positions for miles back. It was no longer blinded
by the complete suppression of its airmen. T h e British
airmen were usually able to drive most of their opponents
from the vital sectors during certain vital hours, but on
numerous occasions during this battle the German air force,
though its tactics were less daring, held the upper hand.
The result was that, if troops in the front areas suffered
less from German bombardment than at the battle of the
Somme, those in rear suffered more ; even casualty clearing
stations far in rear were she1led:O and the battery nests
See VoI. X I I , plate 350. T h e southern corps 111) of the Fifth A r m had
three divisions in line adth, 18th (on July 24 relieved by the l o t h ) , a n a 8th.
The 2nd Division’s ar‘tillery went on the night cf July z a to the southernmost
division the 24th, and formed a field artillery group with headquarters a t the
Spoil B h k and most of the batteries just south of the canal. T h e 1st Division’s
artillery formed a group for the centre division, the 18th. taking up position on
the night of July 19. the 1st Brigade along the southern edge of Zillebeke Lake
(but with the IoIst How. Bty. detached to the 73rd H.AG. for counter-battefy
work) and the 2nd a quarter of a mile to the south-west. T h e 5th Division’s
artil1e;y was allotted to the southernmost division ( i s t h , Scottish) of the next
corps on the north, the X I S . T h e 14th Brigade took position in the northern
edge of Ypres, and, with the artillery of the 16th British Division, formed the
left group of the 15th Division’s artillery. T h e 13th Brigade was tbrust I 000 yards
forward from the Menin Late along the Potijze road. Except the 1;3th How.
Bty.. it remained silent for the present, but formed, with the 15th Division’s own
artillery the right divisional group. T h e 4th Aust. Division’s artillery was not
detached from its own army (the Second), but had been sent round on July I I to
support the 47th Division ( X Corps) on the !eft of the Second Army. The
10th Brigade and part c~f the 11th formed the
Canal G r o u p ” ; the rest of the
11th formed part of the Oosthoek Group.” Among the heavy batteries supporting
the X Corps was the 55th (Australian) a t Vierstraat (see Yol. S I I . p h t f 3 5 1 ) .
P a r t of the Austra:ian motor transport also wan working in this area and further north.
The trench-mortar batteries did not in all cases go to the same divisions a s their
artillery. Thus. those of the 1st Division went to the 8th British Uivision, and
the medium trench-mortars of the 5th Division to the 55th Division
‘ONo. 3 Aust. C C.S.. placed by Fifth Army a t Brand,hoek, a mile behind
Vlamertinghe. was bombed on August 16, a n officer and one man being killed, and
on the z I s t the Germans began to shell it. T h e nurses refused t o leave, and some
wept when ordered to s a f e quarters. T h e tents were protected by low fences of
sandbags. but seven were blown to ribbons. Patients had t o be cleared t o No. i o
British C.C.S., and the hospital closed.
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at Zillebeke were one of the most important targets. The
I11 Bavarian Corps, facing the British I1 Corps, had its
artillery so organised as to be able to concentrate a crash "
bombardment on any point opposite the key position-the
southern end of the main semicircular ridge-for
which it
was responsible. This fact is noted both in the British and
German records, and the Bavarian official history states that
this organisation was employed
((

on several occasions during the preliminary duels to knock out or drive
back the British batteries which had crossed the Yser Canal and
ventured forward to the neighbourhood of Zillebeke.

The impact of those bombardments on the 1st Australian
Division's batteries was described by a British artillery officer
at the time:41
W e were next to the Anzacs, splendid fellows. I remember looking
back-we knew where they were, of course, south of Zillebeke Lake,
and we were just north-and seeing the Boche fairly pounding it in
there; and all the time the Anzac guns kept on firing away, and we
wondered how they could do it-how
on earth they weren't blown to
blazes. Right in the thick of it you would see them firing every time.
Then we moved up and we came alongside some of them again further
up, and I was telling one o f t$em what we saw and how splendid we
thought it was; and he said: Do you know, we were looking across
at you; chaps north of the lake and thinking just the same thing about
them I

But this activity was only maintained at the cost of
casualties such as Australian artillery had never before
suffered, even in Noreuil valley. On the first day at the position
of the 1st Battery beside the lake, Captain A~pinall,'~
medical
officer to the 1st Brigade, was killed and several men were
wounded. O n the following day, when the 3rd Battery, close
by, was being registered upon its targets by its commander,
Major King~mill,'~ and Lieutenant East," the German
artillery opened with shrapnel and high-explosive upon the
firing guns. The battery positions were lost to view in dust
and smoke. Lieutenant Parker45and 6 others were killed, and

-

'11n a conversation recorded in a diary.
Medical practitioner; of Sydney;
Capt. W. R. Aspinall. M.C.; A.A.M.C.
b. Lady Robinson's Beach, Sydney, 4 Jan., 1893. Killed in action, 20 July, 1917
'I Major H. F
Kingsmill, D S . 0 : 3rd Bty., A.F.A. Bank official; of Sydney;
b. Gunnedah. N S . W , 31 D e c , 1888. Killed in action, 8 Aug., 1917.
a Capt. W. 11. East, hl C . 3rd Bty. A F A.
Y.M C A. secretary and school
Killed in
teacher, of Rochester, Vi;.; 'b. Uiggork, Rochester. 1 6 A u g , 1887.
action, 5 Oct., 1917.
a Lieut. A Parker, 3rd Bty., A.F A. Bank official. of Brisbane; b. Toowong
Q'land. 2 5 July, 18So
Died of wounds, 2 1 July, i 9 1 7
H e was originally
medical orderly at Anzac. but when two gun crews of the 7th Battery were
destroyed he asked to be taken on as a gunner.
31
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Lieutenant King'" and 8 others wounded. The roIst Howitzer
Battery, also beside the lake, had 3 men killed and 7 wounded.
The enemy turned upon the batteries of the 2nd Brigade,
south of the railway leading to Hill 60, and Lieutenants
M ~ M u l l i n ' ~and B ~ g b y 'and
~ several others were wounded.
Next day the enemy bombarded the battery dugouts along the
railway, and killed Major Kirkland,4B medical officer of the
2nd Brigade, and Lieutenant B ~ i m p u s ,and
~ ~ wounded the
comniander of the 6th Battery, Major Dcdd, and a number
of men. Rumours of these casualties reached I Anzac
Headquarters, then moving up to Flanders, and it was realised
that, if such loss continued, reinforcements would have to be
raised for the artillery on a scale similar to that for the
infantry.
In spite of this punishment the 1st Division's artillery
carried out in full its elaborate programme of bombardment.
With the exception of the 4th Battery, which early had four
guns put out of action, each battery fired on most days 300
rounds about " Stirling Castle " in the first German line on
the ridge, and about " Inverness Copse " and " Glencorse
Wood "I1 in the second line, and 360 rounds each night to
catch the German ration parties and reliefs on known tracks
behind those lines, and at trench junctions. On the 25th an
aeroplane tried to register the batteries on their barrage lines,
but heavy rain prevented this, and the group's wireless station
was also damaged by shell-fire. On the 26th in addition to
their programme the guns covered a raid by the 30th Division.6P
The artilleries of the znd, 4th, and 5th Australian Divisions
were doing similar work but with less opposition, though all
were shelled with the new " mustard " gas and suffered steady
-

~~

'OCapt. D. E. A. King, A1.C.; 3rd Bty., A F A Clerb; of Kew, Vic.; b. Albury.
N S.W., i i J a n , 189s.
"Lieut -Col A. 0 . Alchfullin M C.; 2nd A.F.A
Bde. Grazier; of Upper
Rouchel, N S.W.; h. St. Rubins,'Scone, N . 5 . W , 29 April, 1885
'OLieut. F E. C. Bugby, and A . F A . Bde. Mercantile marine officer, of North
Sydney, b. Sherhorile, Dorset, t n g . , z No\, , 1592. Uied 2 1 June, i y z o .
I y hlajor
W D. Kirkland, h1.C ; A A hl C. Medical practitioner; of Lithgow,
N 5 \V , b. Bathurst. N.S W., 8 March, 1 8 9 1 . Killed in action, 22 July, 1917.
Lieut L R Bumpus, 6th Bty., A.F.A.
Stock broker's clerk; of Brisbane;
b New Wanstead, Essex, England, 1883 hilled in action. za J u l y , 1 9 1 7 .
Photographs of Stirling Castle, Glencorse Woad, and lnverness Copse, taken
two months later, are shown in Vol X I 1 (plates 366, 368, 3 7 0 ) .
b r A German officer and 8 men were captured in this raid
Two raids of the
15th (hcottish) Uivision, covered by practice barrages in which the 5th Division's
artillery took part, were exceedingly successful.
At z p m on July 24 two
companies of the Iath Highland I.lght Infantry captured 80 Germans (including
two officers). On July 28 the 7 t h Cameron Highlanders captured 61 (including
a n officer). These prisoneis were of great value for purposes of information.
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casualties, the 4th Division’s artillery losing 4 officers and 117
others in three weeks before the battle.53 About half the
Australian trench-mortar batteries assisted in the bombardment
of the German wire and trenches; many of the detachments
not so employed and some parties from the ammunition
columns helped to dig battle positions for the artillery.
On the 28th, after several postpocenients, the counterbattery bombardment began. From now on the enemy was
to be given no rest, and no chance of getting up ammunition,
supplies. or reliefs without considerable loss. For three days
and nights the howitzers, heavy and light, pounded the known
Gernian batteries, while the eighteen-pounders sprinkled the
enemy’s forward battery areas with shrapnel or, by night,
drenched them with gas. The last night’s work was particularly severe. In the 2nd Division’s artillery, for example, all
batteries opened with gas at midnight and continued steadily
till 3.50, wheii all guns on the battlefield passed to the
continuous twelve hours’ task of covering the attack, and to
the many calls certain to be made on them later. It was
recognised that this must greatly strain the endurance of both
artillerymen and guns.
When we ceased firing (wrote Acting Bombardier H a n ~ ~ a k e r ,of
~‘
the 5th Division, afterwards), the guns were so hot you could have
boiled water on them.

Many who watched have described that opening barrage,
and the responding German flares -probably
the most
wonderful display of fireworks that was ever
me
Of
seemh5 Early in the day the infantry whom
July 31
the znd,. Ist,. and ”5th Division’s artilleries were
supporting were reported to have reached the second German
In the 2nd Uivisional Artillery the 10th Battery, which was thrust across the
canal to La Chapelle within half-a-mile of some of the 1st Division’s batteries, bad
three guns hit. On’July 2 5 Captain R hl. Thompson (a Uuntroon graduate, of
Glebe Point, N S W.) took round a roving gun and registered all targets for this
group
The 5th lhvision’s artillery at Ypres had some difficulty in getting its
forward guns (13th Brigade) into position beyond the Menin Gate. As with all
the artillery of the 15th Division, two guns of each battery went through Ypres
to their battle positions on the night of July 19-20, two on the a o - z ~ s t .and two
on the zr-zmd. The 113th Howitzer Battery was held up each night by the shelling
of the roads through which the traffic slowly wound in a continuous column. After
this battery was established its ammunition was blown up, and it eventually moved
into the roadside ruins south-west of Potiize.
8‘ Gnr. (actg. Bdr.) R . E. Hannaker (No. 14626; 13th A.F.A. Bde.).
Clerk:
of South Melbourne; b. Richmond, Vic , 1898. Died of wounds, 16 Nov.. 1917.
1gi7.)’
and
08 The official British title of the offensive i s ‘a The Battles of Ypres.
of this phase of it (July 31-August a) the “Battle of Pllckem Ridge.”
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line, and all these batteries had to go forward. Those of
the 2nd Division crossed the
and, after moving at the
trot-there were strict orders against spectacular gallopingthe leading batteries opened fire again according to programme,
from their new positions north of Hill 60, within 46 minutes,
having suffered only slight loss.
The brigades of the 1st Division (supporting the 30th
Division) advanced at the hour laid down, 6 a.m.87 Captain
Glendinning68 had reconnoitred a route, and Major Byme,'*
a spare battery commander of the 1st Brigade, having left
Dickebusch with the teams shortly after midnight, now led
the column, 4th, 5th, 6th, 3rd, rst, 2nd, 102nd Batteries, in
that order, across the battlefield. Pack-horses, seven pairsso
for each gun, followed the battery limbers, so that each piece
would have 108 rounds on going into action. At the forward
position-a
depression 1,000 yards south of Hooge-Lieutenant-Colonel Stevenson (2nd Brigade)s1 and Major
Kingsmill (3rd Battery) were anxiously looking at their
watches, which showed the precise hour for the column's
arrival, when over the gentle slope behind them canie the
4th Battery quietly leading the march to the point of divergence.
The whole battlefield was sprinkled with bodies of infantry
moving up for later stages of the attack, prisoners trailing
back, mules going forward with signboards, and tanks sliding
along the tracks, while above, under a low ceiling of dull
cloud, aeroplanes wheeled so thickly that the pilots had
constantly to avoid collision.
The front of battle should then have been a mile and a
half ahead, but machine-gun bullets were whistling about,
coiiiing from the south-east,G2and, as the batteries diverged
Except the 10th Battery, which was already beyond it.
Lieut..Colonel b. hl. Anderson (1st Brigade), commanding the group, bad
protested against the guns being ordered forward a t programme time, irrespective
of the infantry's progress; but word had by then arrived that bhrewshury Forest
had been captured.
68 Capt. A. J. Glendinning, and A.F.A.
Ude. University student; of Urunswick,
Vic.; h. North Fitzroy, Vic., 20 A u g , 1594. Killed in action, z Aug., 1917.
1st Div. Arty. Manufacturer's agent. of
'OMajor H R B m e , D.S.0 V.D
Oct,' 1855. (hlajor Byrne had constaiitly ;one
Malvern Vif.; b helbourne,
over the) route, and had taken the battery captains over it I
WThe ridden horse carried 4 rounds and the led horse 8.
"'As with most field artillery groups, the brigade commanders took t u r n about
to command the group and so obtained some rest, but this day Loth were in
action. Lieutenant-Colonel 5 . M. Anderson (1st Brigade) commanding the group.
Lower Star Post '' in Shrewsbury Forest
l h e y came from the direction of
where the Germans still held out In the brst ObJective, and from which the slop;
south of Hooge was vrstblc.
00

61

.
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to take up their stations, the depression was bombarded in a
manner which sug,
.,
gested that they
had been seen.
Under this fire the
batteries took up
their positions. At
8.37 the 4th reported itself ready
to shoot. At 9 its
telephone was connected, and the six
other batteries
were
connecting
theirs. The last 0 . . . 2ooPYards
gun but one in the
column, a howitzer of the 102nd Battery, had become bogged ;
the last gun-team, while waiting for it to be extricated, was
shattered by a 5.9-inch shell, and these two howitzers had
temporarily to be left where they were, but all the remainder
were in position. A German airman immediately bombed
them, but without effect. Major Olding (2nd Battery) and
Captain DohertyaS ( Ioand) had been wounded by machine-gun
fire. At 9 o’clock the signal officer, Lieutenant Walker:’ was
killed connecting the telephone lines to the forward exchange
at Stirling Castle. At 9.30 Captain MacD~nald:~6th Battery,
was killed by a shell. By noon two other officers of that
battery had been hits6 and Lieutenant Simsons7 killed. During
the day the two brigades had 16 officers and 137 nien hit.
But the long programme was carried out to the letter.
Early in the afternoon it was learnt that the I1 Corps had not
succeeded as had been hoped. The difficult going, especially
i n the wreckage of the old woods, had slowed the pace. The
infantry had lost the barrage and was held up by machine-guns
~

hlajor J. Uoherty. bl C.; 7th A.Y.A. Ude. Company manager; of Ualmain
and Darling Point, N . 5 . W . ; b. Balmain, 6 hlarch, 1888. Died of illness, 26 lieb..
1919.

Lieut. A Walker, 1st Div. Sig. Coy. Electrician: of Fitzroy, VIC.; b. Fitzroy,
1895. Killed in action, 3 1 July, 1917.
ca Capt. J . S . 11. hlacUonald. 6th Bty., A.F.A.
Bank clerk, of Uiisl,nne.
b. Herberton, Q’land. 8 Nov., 1894. Killed in action, 3 1 July, 1917.
Lieutenants A. F. Dingwall (of l’oowoomba, Q’land) and C. tiroves (of Roma,
Q’land).
07 Lieut J. Simson, 6th Bty , A F.A. Pastoralist, of Quirindi, N.S W . . b Toorak,
Vic., 1 3 June, 1891. Killed in action, 3 1 July, 1 9 1 7 .
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in the opening between Glencorse Wood and Inverness Copse.
The second German line had not been taken; the troops for
the second phase could make little headway, and thus since
9.20 the barrage, steadily moving ahead, had bceii mere waste
of ammunition. Important intermediate positions-" Clapham
Junction
and " Stirling Castle "-on
the heights a mile
ahead of the guns were indeed held, but the batteries were
much too far forward for useful employment. German airmen
shot one or two of the artillerymen. At 4 o'clock rain, which
all day had been threatening, began to fall steadily, and at
5 came orders from the 30th Division to withdraw the
breech-blocks and sights, and bring back the men for a night's
rest, leaving the guns ready to support any further advance
ordered in the near future.gs
Further north, on the lower land, the Fifth Army had
much better success. The 5th Australian Divisional Artillery
supporting the 15th Division learnt at 6 a.m. that the German
second line was taken. Each rearward artillery brigade
(including the 14th Australian) then sent forward its batteries,
one at a time, to the old
front-line area at " Cambridge Road," north of
the Ypres-Roulers railway, while the forward
brigades (including the
13th) detached single guns
to follow the Scottish
infantry to the German
second line.
The front-line area was viciously shelled,
and the parties making a track, by which the guns might
cross the old No-Man's Land, were delayed. Lieutenant
Bennet70 (51st Battery), unable to get his gun across,
reconnoitred a route and at I 1.36 came into action. Cambridge
a For a photograph of this position taken two months later, see Vol S 1 1 . plate 363.

WThe report of the 30th Division states: ' * T h e cutting of the German wire
T h e work of the artillery was beyond praise
was efficiently carried out.
and all tasks allotted were efficiently carried out. T h e conditions under which the
artillery were working could hardly have been worse, battery positions were heavily
shelled both by day and by night. and the casualties
were severe. I n
no cases was it possible to provide adequate shelter for battery personnel.
.
Rest a t night was usually impossible owing to hostile gas shelling.
The
supply of ammunition proved extraordinarily difficult
'OLieut R. A. Rennet. hf C : gist Bty , A F A
Electrician, of Poriiniburra.
Vic ; b Avenel. Vic.. 1889. Killed in action, 4 Oct , 1917.

. . .
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Road also was strongly shelled. Iieutenants Wilshire7‘ and
both on the way forward to observe, and
Lieutenants Reidi3 (signalling officer) and B a r r ~ t i ?were
~
killed, and Major Cre~pin.’~
coninianding the 53rd Battery,
and several others wounded.
In this sector, as further north, the infantry reached the
third German line; but their right was fired into by niachine.guns in the ground not taken by the I1 Corps, and the Scots
had to fall back to the second line. At the same time came
the rain. Lieutenant Bennet was ordered to withdraw his
gun, but, after three attempts, he was forced to leave it, and
came back with only two of his detachment u n w o u ~ i d e d . ~ ~
In the rest of the main operation practically no Australians,
with the esception of a i r n ~ e n , ‘were
~ engaged, and vast though
the effort was, no detail can be given here. It must suffice
to say that, north of the sectors dealt with in the preceding
pages, the third German line was captured and held, and the
extreme left of the Fifth Army, and the two French divisions
beside it, advanced a little beyond that line.
Thus, at nightfall of the great day, the left and centre of
Haig’s troops maintained a position in or beyond the third
objective; the right centre was in the second objective; and
Lieut. S. H. 0. Wilshire 113th How. Bty. Bank clerk; of Deniliquin, N.S.W.;
hilled in action. 31 July, 1917.
h. Deniliquin, I & June, 189;
NLieut R T. tiammon, h1.M.; 14th A.F.A. Bde. Ostrich and sheep farmer,
of Deniliquin. N S W.; b. Portobello, West Edinburgh, Scotland, 1883. hilled i i f
action, 3 1 July, 1917.
13 Lieut
R. J Reid, s t n Div Sig. Coy
Electrician; of Padding:on, N S W.;
b Paddington, 1894. Killed in action, 31 Juiy, 1917.
Labourer; of Sydney; b. btanningley.
“Lieut. J. Bsrron, ~ 3 r dBty., A F.A.
Yorks, Eng., 1881. Killed in action, 31 July, 1917.
hlajor G. J. Crespin, 53rd Bty , A F A . Barrister and solicitor, of Kew, Vic.;
b. hlelbourne, 3 Nov., 1874. Died aG May, 1924.
“ H e returned and brought it out on August a.
7’A number of Australian airmen took part in these operations. some a s members
of the R.F.C., others belonging to the A.F C. but temporarily attached f o r experience
to British squadrons. especially the 29th and 3znd (see Vol. V I I I . p . & . l 7 7 ) .
Of the Australian members :f these squa!fons,
Captain A. 5 . Shepherd.
after
doing many splendid things, was killed
going straight for twelve Germans ” ;
Lieut. P. E Palmer also was killed and Lieut A. B Hill was among the
missing. Liiut. H. J. Edwards (K.F.C’), Capt. I<. ‘C.,l’hiliipps, and Lieuts. ti. A.
Wells and G C Wilson carried out *‘ground-strafing for the attacking infantry,
dangerous work, making it necessary to fly under the arch made by the crossing
of the Britisn and Gcrman barrages
’Ihere is a note among the records that
Brigadier-General P. W. Game. Chief of S t a f of the Royal Flying Corps f n France,
told Malor S. S. Butler of the 1 Anzac Corps s t a f that, in his opinion, no other
I t was
airmen in the British service were “ q u i t e so useful a s the Australian.
their self-reliance that made them so valuable.” General Trenchard. on the other
hand, considered the Canadians best (see Vol I I I , footnote on p 183). (Shepherd
and Palmer helonged to Petersham, N.S.\V.; Hill to Warren, N.S.W : Edwards t o
St. Amaud, Vic.; Phzllipps to Perth and Wyndham, W. Aust.; Wells to Seacombe. Vic.. Wilson, who was accidentally killed on 11 March, 1929, t o Newcastle,
N.S.W.)
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the right ii; the first. Behind them the steady pelter of the
rain flickered with the blurred flashes of the guns desperately
trying to keep back from their weary infantry the inevitable
German counter-attacks.
On the right, Plutner’s Second Army carried out that day
its feint north-west of Lille, and it was only in this and in the
corresponding feint at Lens that dominion
ne
infantry took part. Since Messines the several
Feint
corps of the Second Army had tried to get
within striking distance of the Warneton Line. This effort
was afterwards regarded-at
least by the 11th Australian
Brigade, engaged in it for a famous “eighteen days”as having been iiiuch more difficult than the attack subsequently
delivered. Incidentally, it was during this uncomfortable
that a chance salvo, fired at a usually safe track behind
Tal’he work ot estahlishing the 3rd Division’s front deserves to be recorded in
detail
Opposite the Second Army the Germans had been holding almost the same
position on which they had fallen back on J u n e I O a f t e r the Battle of Alessines.
They had kept their main strength behind the Ypres-Comines Canal and the Lys
but maintained their front-line battallons i n the Warneton Line west of the&
waterways.
I n front of this again they had kept a strong fringe of outposts in
shell-holes.
I n the second half of June the I X Corps line was still a t Gapaard Delporte
Joye, and Van Hove Farms, hut in the I1 Anzac sector the 25th Briti:h U i v i s i o ~
had advanced to within 500-goo yards of the Warneton Line, and the New Lealanders
further south had almost reached L a Basse Ville and the Lys. T h e 4th Australian
Uivision coming back into the line on June 27 alter a rest worked on the new
trench- k d outpost-system partly established b; the New Zialanders. T h e extra
(4th) N.Z. infantry brigade remained holding the quiet line near the Lys
kor the
south of Warneton under command of the 4th Australian Division.
4th Division also this three weeks’ tour was a n uncomfortable one, some of the
outposts being dithcult t o reach and support. and a large proportion of the troops
raw reinforcements.
Posts of the 14th and 51st Battalions were raided and a
few men of the 14th were captured.
The 3rd Australian Division, which on J u n e 23 took over the 25th Oivision’s sector
between the Blauwepoortbeek and t h e Douve. found itself faced by a more difficult task.
Through a mistake (due to the maps not
showing the lines of trees) the 25th Division
had sited its line too f a r back at Steignast
Farm. and a new system had to be e s t a b
Iished along the whole divisional front except
a t the flanks.
This task was begvn on
June 23, the 11th Brigade taking over
work in the front line for a period,,ever
afterwards known to its members a s T h e
Eighteen Days.”
At the s y n c time the
other brigades established three other
3uccessive lines of defence the last being
the old “ B l a c k L i n e ” df the Messines
offensive.
The field artillery, of which all except
two brigades for each division was now
drawn out to rest was ordered to refrain
from provoking rgtaliation from the German guns, which probably, for the time
being, were more numerous. T h e German air force also had a marked local
superiority, shooting down British balloons, attacking working parties, and flying
low over the front line. T h e 11th Brigade was ordered not to let the Germans
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Hill 63, mortally wounded one of the most eminent of
Australian citizen-soldiers, the commander of the 4th Division,
Major-General W. H ~ l r n e s . ' ~

,

establish outposts in front of the Warneton Line and General Cannan informed his
battalions that, if they f d e d to prevent thi;, they themselves would have to
undertake the minor operations for clearin the posts out. Keen patrolling and
several encounters, however proved that t%c German posts were already there,
especially strong resistance cAming from a windmill on a low ridge running obliquely
across the front.
For the creation of a new trench-system, the 11th Brigade was an exceptionally
effective body. This was due to the excellent liaison existing between the 11th Field
Company under Major R. J. Donaldson (Broken Hill, N . 5 W ), the infantry. and
the pioneers. In this 18-day tour, working parties, everywhere under the direction
of two or three experts, transformed the forward system. Posts were pushed out,
a new advanced front line was dug; a series of bays, with hre-steps and traverses,
was made immediately in advance of the old front h i e , which then became a
bix cross-trenches were made between the front and
traffic trench behind them.
support lines. Wells were sunk, and headquarters for companies and battalion4
were constructed or improved. 'lhe battalion headquarters were in the old tierman
concrete dugouts around which the fiercest hghting had taken place in the afternooii
phase of the Battle of Alessines.
But the enemy saw clearly on air-photographs the rapid extension of the works,
and the tracks of the working parhes that nightly streamed over the ridge.
In
addition, he enjoyed the daily spectacle of roaming Australians, who would not use
the n,yddy communiytion trenches, some of which. indeed. were impassable, while
one,
Pine Avenue, ran without traverses straight towards the enemy, and was
universally avoided.
The German artillery, machine-gunners, and snipers were
kept busy, and the 43rd Battalion alone is said to have lost over 300 men i n
this tour.
The headqiiarters' blockhouses, being ol)viousl~ centres of trafhc, were constaiitly
bombarded The staffs usually took their meals in light shelters near by, and oii
July 6 a shell, bursting in the mess of the 41st Battalion, put out of action its
commander, Lielit.-Colonel I?. J . Board (Lismore, N.5.W.), and his staff. Captaiii
€1. Chumleigh (Adelaide; died z z Aug., 1930). adjutant, Lieut. F. W. hlacGil~l~oii
(Drisbane), intelligence officer. and Lieut. L. b. Uodds (bandgate, Q'land; dieil
of wounds, 09 Sept., 1918), together with Major \V. J. Kinnish (Norwood, b. Aust )
of the 4 3 4 were wounded, and Lieut. A. J . Edmonston-Yearn (St. liilda. Vic ) ,
liaison ofhcer from the artillery, was killed. Major A. It. Heron (Bowen, Q'land)
of the 4znd was sent for to command the 41st. The same day, as the staff at
4th Diigade lleadquarters was sitting down to dinner, a 5.9-inch shell burst among
them, killing Lieut G. W. Markham Mills (Parramatta. N.S.W.), the intelligeiice
officer, and wounding Brigadier-General C. H. Brand, his brigade-major, Major C.
hl. Johnston (Glenhuntly, Vic.), the acting stat€-captain, Captain H. l'homsoii
(Adelaide), and the signalling ohcer, Lieut. W . Beazley (Perth, W. Aust.).
Not unnaturally, the local German garrison met the threat implied i i i the Australian activity by strengthening its own posts. Patrols of the 11th Urigade, aiid
of the 9th which succeeded it, found signs that these posts were being linked by
a continuous trench. The enemy's position along the Windmill ridge shut out
from the Australians the view of the Warneton Line. Thus even the new front line
i i i this sector was not a good one, and Cannan decided to thrust the German
outnosts from this ridne. His trooos hrst tried to do so bv small Datrol-attacks
on 'the night ot July
but were rebelled by two of the post;, and a p.mol which
captured a third post was driven out by a strong counter-attack, Lieut h. h!ch
btevenson (Burringbar, N . 5 . W.), qand Battalion, being badly wounded.
The
4znd had 16 casualties this day, and the 43rd 05, mostly through the barrage
called down by the Germans.
Cannan therefore suggested that his brigade should undertake tlie minor operation
already foreshadowed
It was this operation that Leneral hlonash chose for the
3rd Uivision's feint for July 31.
'"Holmes was taking the Premier of New South Wales, Hon. W. A. Holman, to
survey the battlefield of hlessines. In his own visits, Holmes used to take the
straightest route, however dangerous, but on this occasion he had lelt his car at
the " White bates " to avoid a dangerous corner farther on. A s the party started
on foot, the salvo burst. Holmes alone was hit, through chest and lung. He was
hurried by his A.D.C. (Capt. U. S . Maxwell) to !,he nearest medic$ assistance,
but died while being carried to the dressing room at Kandahar Farm
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By early July, despite much hard work and several small
local actions, none of the Second Army’s corps was close
enough to the Warneton Line to allow of the feint’s taking
the form of an attack upon it. Even in front of I1 Anzac a
line of German outposts intervened. On the front of the
3rd Australian Division, at Messines, some of these lay along
a low ridge (really a branch of the Huns’ Walk spur) which
ran obliquely across the front south-east of Gapaard.
Resistance was especially strong in certain posts near a
windmill, and Brigadier-General Cannan, whose brigade
(11th) held the line, proposed to clear them by a minor
operati on.
This proposal reached General Monash’s headquarters
precisely at the time when he was asked to suggest some minor
action to serve as the 3rd Division’s r81e in General Plumer’s
plan to feint against Lille. H e at once put forward the
operation proposed by Cannan, and this was approved. On the
southern part of the I1 Anzac
front the New Zealand Divisionso undertook for its part to
capture La Basse Ville, a
southern outlier of Warneton,
and, further south, to dig
advanced trenches to command
the Lys crossings, in order to
create the impression that the
passage of the river might be
intended. The La Basse Ville
attack would be made two days
before the others. The feint by the IX and X Corps would
take the shape of an assault on the German outpost-line. The
feint would thus extend the front of battle to the Lys River.
A few German posts on the flanks of the 3rd Division’s attack
would not be assaulted, but, to prevent them from interfering
with the division’s operation, they would be bombarded and
the flanks screened with smoke. The edge of Warneton
village, which lay close to both the Anzac objectives, would
also be muffled in smoke.
8’The 4th Aust. Division was then out of the h e .
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For the 3rd Division's attack, the plans1 was that an
assaulting wave should clear the German posts, continue past
them under the barrage, and, when the barrage reached the
Warneton Line, lie down in front of the entanglement of that
line to cover digging operations in rear. Slightly in rear a
second wave would move to the cleared posts, mop them up,
if necessary, and then pass on 100 yards and dig its own posts.
A third wave would dig a continuous fire-trench further back,
as well as communication trenches to the advanced posts.
Within an hour the covering party would begin to fall back
through the new posts, and help completing the new fire-trench
and the communications. The barrage, which would be
thickened by the attachment of a third brigade-the 242nd
(Army) Brigade, R.F.A.-would
include a proportion of
smoke shell and would lie for an hour and a half on the
Warneton Line, and then advance beyond it.82 It was hoped
that these operations would cause the local enemy to believe
that the LVarneton Line was being attacked.
On July ~ ~ t after
h , its " eighteen days," the 11th Brigade
went out to rest and to practise for the attack, the 9th Brigade
relieving it and assisting its preparation by beginning to dig
the ends of the continuous firetrench and communication trenches.
But, in doing so, the 9th found
itself almost on top of the nearest
cluster of posts which lay along a
ditch and hedge on the far side
of the Gapaard-Warneton road.
As these endangered the work and
were too close for the barrage, on
July 16th and ZIst attempts were
made by parties to clear them, but without success.88 Seeing
81 Drawn up by General Cannan with his staff and battalion commanders, and
elahorated by General hlonash
"After advancing for I O minutes, it would return to the Warneton Line tor
50 minutes (till b . 4 0 ) and then die away.
83 The attack on the 16th was to be made by the 34th Battalion after a bombardment
by howitzers. As these failed to hit the posts, Lieutenant-Colonel E E. Martin
(Wellington district, N . 5 W.) asked leave to postpone the enterprise. T h i s request
was refused, and parties under Lieutenant G. E. Hodges (Cessnock, N . 5 . W . )
attacked. The ditch on the near side of the road was reached, hut the Germans
were ready and the parties were forced to retire with a loss of 4 killed, 8 wounded,
and a Lewis gun lost
The attempt on the zIst was made by parties of the
36th Battalion, I Z O in all, covered by artillery. Two posts were captured, hut
the Germans counter-attacked. Lieutenant F. J . Wilson (Auburn, N.S W.), leading
one party, was killed, and the 36th, driven from one post, had to retire from the other.
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that the IX Corps had met with similar difficulties near
Groenelinde Cabaret, three-quarters of a mile west of the
Warneton Line, the army commander, General Plumer, himself
now ordered that these “ isolated ” attacks should cease.
I t is realised (wrote General Harington, Plumer’s M.G.G.S.) that
these attempts have been made from the highest motives and with great
gallantry, but it is evident that the enemy intends to resist seriously
at these points, and the army commander considers it will be much more
satisfactory and less costly to deal with these places firstly by a
concentration of artillery, and to capture them in the main attack. . . .

A few days later, when the New Zealand Division also
failed in its early attack on La Basse Ville,84 General Plumer
informed General Godley that he did not wish the attempt to
be repeated until the day of the main attack.
The army commander does not wish your units to incur further
casualties in these isolated actions.86

Thus the attack by the New Zealanders on La B a s e Ville
also became part of the general offensive of J d y 3rst. The
feint and the main offensive began at the same hour,
3.50 a.m.88
The 3rd Division attacked with two battalions, the a r d
and 42nd. on a front of 1,300 yards. They were supposed to
be faced by 12 German outposts, numbered, from the
north, 3-14 (with others on
the flanks); the posts which
the Australians were to establish were nuinbered lII-VIII.87
The 11th Brigade, which had
relieved the 9th on the previous
brought up its two
attack-battalions in motor-buses
to the old Messines front line and, despite the wretched
condition of the communication trenches, assembled the
T h e 4!p Division had been relieved on July 2 0 .
8‘ On July 27.
~ P l u m e radded that
t o some extent a t any r a t e ” the impression of a threat
against Lille must have been created
89 Except immediately north of
II Anzac. For special reasons urged by the
commander of the 37th Division, the right of that division was not to attack until
four hours later
87 1 and 11 were established before the attack.
The Germans had tried t o raid the 9th Brigade a t g 40 a m. on the 28th both
on the 36th Battalion’s front near the Gapaard-Warneton road, and on t i a t of
the 35th near the Douve. They were driven off, leaving dead in No-Alan‘s-Land
On the night of July a3 they had similarly failed in a n attempt to raid the
37th Division, hut the resulting German shell-fire caught some of the 9th Brigade’s
working parties.
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troops in the support trench without any hitch, the existing
garrison (41st) temporarily withdrawing to the second
system.
The German posts were only IOO yards distant in the
centre, and, when the advance began, the 42nd and 43rd were
upon them almost immediately. The assault was met with
bombs, and the company of the 43rd (South Australia)
attacking there for a moment hesitated. But its commander,
Lieutenant Tucker,8e dashed forward. His men followed, and,
though he was wounded, the posts along the ditch were taken.
Lieutenant Dunstaneo took Tucker's place. Sergeant Barraclough,B1 who succeeded Dunstan, seized the next post
and was then himself wounded. In the platoon attacking a
neighbouring post the subaltern and both sergeants were
wounded, but Corporal McLaughlane2 led on and captured it.
Farther to the right at the defences around the milles (Post 13)
there was a sharp fight with bombs and rifles. Lieutenant
Ha~rington,~
and
' all officers and sergeants of the two platoons
attacking here, were wounded, but, with Corporal Robertso6
in charge, the mill was captured.
The left battalion (42nd, Queensland) also met opposition
at posts 8 and 9, and at others on the left, but word quickly
came back that the posts had
been taken. Within a quarter
of an hour the first wave had
gone on, and was lying along
the wire of the Warneton
the second wave was
digging posts III-VII,e7 and
the third wave was busy
upon the new fire-trench. The
"Lieut. F. G . Tucker, 43rd Bn. Farmer; of Toorak, b. Aust.; b. h'orwood, S.A.,
15 April, 18ga
sa Lieut. K. Dunstan, 43rd Bn. Horticulturist; of \Vaikerie, S . Aust.; b. Port
Germein, S . Aust., 13 Oct., 1894.
slSgt. J. Barraclough, h1.M. ( h o . 1 1 3 2 ; 43rd Bn 1 . Contractor; of b.\V. district
of W. Aust.: b. Liversedge, Yorhs, Eng.. 23 N o v , 1874.
" C S H. S J. JIcLaughlan, bI XI (No. 2425: 43rd Bn ) . Prospector, of
Northam, W. Aust.; b. Broken Hill. N . b . W , 1893.
WThe mill had lately been bombarded into a mere heap of dCbris.
Lieut. W. G. Harrington, 43rd Bn. Clerk; of Prospect, b. Aust ; b. Prospect,
20 Dec., 1892.
"Sgt. E. E V. Roberts, U.C.M. (No. 994; 43rd Bn.). Kailway porter; of
West Torrens, S. Aust.; b. Dublin, S. Aust., 00 June, 1893.
WAccording to one account, the 43rd lay lust beyond the wire.
0' VI1 was the Australian post beyond the mill.
An extra post, IIIA, was placed
to command some dead ground on the left.
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artillery was cloaking the front with a cloud which, in the
still air, became so thick that, at the request of the infantry,
the firing of smoke shell was presently stopped. The Stokes
mortars on the right made an excellent screen with " Varley "
bombs,88 and a platoon of the 3rd Pioneers near Ferme de la
Croix burnt 1,350 smoke candles. But part of the 11th Light
Trench Mortar Battery south of the Douve was immediately
detected and was so heavily shelled that, after eighty rounds
had been fired, three of the four mortars there were put out
of action.8B
Whether through this mischance or otherwise, the German
post, No. 15, just outside the right flank of the attack, was
not suppressed by bombardment, and, firing with impunity into
the southern parties of the 43rd, it caused the chief difficulty
of the attack. In the platoon attacking Post 14, Lieutenant
BurdettlOO was wounded, but Lance-Corporal Caddy'Ol carried
on. The leader of the platoon on the extreme right, Sergeant
Stainbank,lo2 was killed and all the other N.C.O's killed or
wounded, but a private named L a w ~ o n 'took
~ ~ charge and,
reaching his objective with four men, captured a machine-gun.
But the platoon entrusted with digging the new post ( V I I I )
on this flank had to work under heavy fire. Its commander,
Lieutenant Heal,lo4 was soon killed. His sergeant was
wounded, and command passed to Lance-Sergeant Bishop,105
who also was soon wounded but held on. At the windmill
Dost ( V I I ) Lieutenant Terrelllo6 was wounded, and Lieutenant
#*Invented behind the lines of the 3rd Division by Lieutenant Varley, 9th Aust.
Light Trench Mortar Battery. With the support of General Monash, Varley gave
a demonstration of the bomb to the Army authorities. It was adopted, and through
the Inventions Board Varley was given fgoo. H e was personally to supervise its
use in this action, but he was wounded three days betore. (Lieut. A . 5. Varley, hl C.;
9th L.T.M. Bty. Engineer; of Newcastle, N.b.W.; b. Newcastle, 17 April, 1890.)
"The other was carried to a forward position and continued to fire. While its
ammunition was being removed, the dump was blown up and an othcer and 6 other
ranks wounded. The battery had 1 2 casualties.
W. J. Burdett, M.M.; 43rd Bn. Dairy farmer; of Bolivar, S. Aust.;
'OLieut
b. Bolivar, 1896.
1 0 1 5 g t . T. h. Caddy (No. 453; 43rd Bn.).
Labourer; of Yapunda, S . Aust.;
b. Kapunda, 1895.
Sgt. J. T . Stainbank D.C.M. (No. 1016; 43rd Bn.). Gardener, and manager of
estate; of Montacute, 5.' Aust.; b. Parkside, b. Aust., 1 2 U c t , 1884. hilled in
action, 31 July, 1917.
1WCpl. W. N. Lawson, Aust. Flying Corps. Engineer; of Brim, Vic., and
Adelaide; h. Horsham, Vic., 1887.
la* Lieut. J. T. Heal, 43rd Bn.
Joiner; of Mullewa, W. Aust.; b. Lccds, Eng ,
a8 Oct., 1888. Killed in action, 31 July, 1917.
' W S g t . A. N. Bishop, M.M. (NO. 235; 43rd Bn.).
Gardener and mate on
Murray River steamer; of Basket Range, b. Aust.; b. Norwood, 5 . 'Aust., ia May,
1890 Killed in action, 4 Oct., 1917.
lMLieut. P. C. Terrell, 43rd Bn.
Accountant; of Walkerville district, S. A u t . :
b. Gilberton. S. Aust., 14 Nov., 1881. Died, 30 April. 1936.
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Moffatt,lo7 digging the communication trench to it, was killed,
but the N.C.O's saw to the finishing of the work. The forward
line withdrew through the posts according to plan. By 9 o'clock
it was known that post VI11 had been established, though
late. Part of the artillery switched over to throw a smoke
screen for the flank of the 37th Division,lo8and the Australian
posts waited for the certain counter-attack. The New
Zealanders, after a sharp fight, had taken La Basse Ville.
I t was on the 16th German Division that the I1 Anzac
attacks had fallen, the 28th Regiment, and part of the a t h ,
holding the Blauwepoortbeek-Windmill front, opposite the
3rd Division, and the 29th facing the New Zealanders. At
g o'clock bodies of Germans were seen moving from Warneton
towards posts VI1 and VIII. S.O.S. rockets were fired, and
48 m a c h i n e - g i i n ~ , massed
~~~
for barrage according to the
procedure now becoming usual, replied within a few seconds,
followed almost instantly by the artillery. Under this barrage
and fire from the posts, the German movement died away.ll0
During the morning German airmen flew over, and from
2 until 6 p.m. the new positions, till then free from shell-fire,
were heavily bombarded. T o lessen the casualties, the working
parties were temporarily withdrawn. Rain fell steadily. At
dusk, when the tired 4znd and 43rd were about to be relieved
by the 41st,111 the bombardment became intense.
The
Germans counter-attacked, but were kept away from most of
the posts. From post V I a patrol, consisting of a scout and
the only unwounded N.C.O. there, Lance-Corporal Jennings,112
was now sent towards post VI1 (windmill). As it approached,
it was fired on and the scout was wounded. Jennings brought
him back and reported that Germans were in post VII. The
post-garrison of the 43rd, reduced to a handful of men under
a corporal, had been driven out.
~~~

Lieut. H. W. S. Moffatt, 43rd Bn. Municipal clerk; of Perth, W . Aust.;
b. Fremantle, W. Aust., 18 April, 1893. Killed In action, 31 July, 1917.
The 37th Division's war-diary describes the screen as '' most effective."
Ius Mainly those of the 9th and loth Australian and 207th Brltish Companies.
The guns of the 11th Company were forward, on the flanks, or held in reserve.
llo German records state that an immediate counter-attack was made and faded
everywhere except on the northern flank of the 16th Division. ( I n that sector,
however, no British or Australian attack was made, and no post was lost.)
U'The Germans possibly saw the preliminary movements in this relief, for they
reported that they were attacked all along the front at 8 p m
I"Cp1. L. S. Jennings (No. I O I O ; 43rd Bn.). Commercial traveller; of Adelaide,
b. Kadina, S. Aust., I Aug., 1894.
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Lieutenant-Colonel Butler113 of the 43rd ordered his
reserve company to recapture the post, attacking at 12.30.
Nearly the whole of this company had been absorbed on other
duties, but 40 men were collected under Sergeant R a y n e ~ , ~ "
son of a clergyman of Glenelg (S. Aust.). Finding his
advance met by strong fire, Rayner made his way to the platoon
of the 41st waiting to relieve the post, and arranged with its
commander, Lieutenant Harrison,l15 to keep the enemy engaged
with fire from the front. H e then led his 40 men around the
German flank, forced the Germans out-few
appearing to
escape-and reoccupied the post.
German records show that the enemy's counter-attack had been made
at 9.10 p.m., on a fairly wide front, by the 84th Regiment against the
37th British Division, and by the 28th and 68th against the 3rd Australian
Division. It succeeded only on its southern flank, at the windmill, where
two men of the 3rd Australian Division were captured. A German
account states that at I a.m. the 28th and 68th Regiments were in their
turn strongly attacked (actually the attack was made only at the mill),
but stood fast except at the mill, which was only given up when by
flanking fire the garrison had been killed to a man.

At the first light on August 1st men of the 4and in post 111
saw Germans again moving in extended order, this time towards
post V. Immediately afterwards the Australian listening posts
came running in with the same report. Lieutenant Gaze tried
to send up his S.O.S. signal, but in the rain it would not fire.
A runner, however, took the news to headquarters of the
right company and the signal went up within five minutes.
The machine-gun barrage came clown instantly and the artillery
within forty-five seconds. The Germans, caught in the
barrage, advanced feebly and stopped at the wire of the
Warneton Line.
These troops belonged to the 28th German Regiment, which (according to a German account) counter-attacked at 4 o'clock but made no
progress owing to artillery barragella and the wet state of the ground.

By dawn the 41st Battalion had taken over the line of
posts, and, although the floods that now swamped the new
trenches rendered this tour the most miserable yet experienced
113 Col. C
P. Butler, D S.V., V.D. Commanded 43rd Bn., 19x7. Stock and
station agent; of Prospect, S . Aust.; b. Adelaide. 16 July, 1880.
1x4 Lleut. G. P. Rayner, D.C.M.;
11th M ti Coy.
Theological student; of
Glenelg, S . Aust.; b. Strathfield. N.S.W., a7 Feb., 1894.
"'The same who, as a corporal of the 9th Battalion, captured the Turkish battery
at the Landing (see J'd. I , ##. 341-2).
118 Possibly this barrage gave the Germans the impression of a British attack
for they reported that an attack by several waves against the 18th and 29th Regiment;
had been everywhere repulsed.
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by the battalion, all the captured positions were retained.l"
Thus the 3rd Division's attack coinpletely succeeded, though at
fairly heavy cost, the I Ith Brigade suffering 550 casualties.'le
The German loss is unknown, but 5 0 were captured. On the
rest of the Second Army front the IX and X Corps seized
and held their objectives, except at " Rifle F a r m " (IX Corps).
The protracted and rather costly nature of some of these
operations drew criticism from the Second Army staff. But
limited attacks against a somewhat shadowy outpost-line, close
in front of an invulnerable position from which reserves would
issue strongly supported by artillery, could not fail to be
difficult. Undoubtedly they tied down for the time being
some German artillery and potential reserves, although the
German command was never in real doubt as to the true object
and direction of Haig's offensive.
The results of the first day's fighting in the main offensive
were regarded by Haig as "most s a t i ~ f a c t o r y . ~ ' ~His
intelligence staff had evidence that the
The
Germans had thrown in a great proportion of
of Auguet
their immediately available reserves. Gough
was at once ordered to arrange with Anthoine the objectives for
the new advance, which would be launched as soon as the
artillery preparations had been carried out.
Yet in two respects the situation was not favourable.
First, the rain continued to pour beyond all reasonable expectation. Even in the drained country far behind the battlefield
the farmers' carts had in places to splash for half-a-mile
through shallow lakes of water on their way to the market
towns.120 The battlefield became a bog ; in every depression
the flooded craters lay brim to brim like the footprints of
monstrous animals in the slimy margin of some primeval
waterhole.l21 Streams and drains, their courses dammed by
the tearing up of the ground, were no more than a string of
waterfilled mud-holes, in many places impassable. Elsewhere
men could walk, but with effort.
111 Reports of the Germans in this sector, which were unusually inaccurate, stated
that at 9.50 on the following nig!,t (August I ) ,,the 68th Regiment reoccupied the
mill. but had to abandon it later by command.
118 The 4nnd had 169 (including Lieutenant N. D. Freeman, a Duntroon graduate,
of Southport. Q'land, killed). 43rd, 2 2 1 ; 44th. 88. 41% 3 7 ; 11th L.T.51. Battery, 12.
n9 This is the opinion given in his report to the War Office.
uaSce Vol. X I I . plat# 353.
m So# Vol. X I I . plater 355, 372.
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The second unfavourable condition was that the most
important objective, the higher land east of Ypres, where
(to use the illustration
already given) the blade
of the sickle joined its
handle, had not been taken.
For the moment no second
attempt could be made. I n
his despatch on August 4th
Haig wrote: “ A S the rain
still continues I cannot yet
say when it will be possible
to continue the offensive.”
The theory of the “ stepby-step ” battle required that
each successive attack should
be a clear-cut operation-for
which fine weather was
probably a vital conditionand that the interval between
the main strokes should
not be disturbed by those
difficult piecemeal attacks for local improvements of position,
which had proved so exhausting in the First Battle of the
Somme. The first day’s attack had left ragged edges, as the
staff at G.H.Q. had apprehended. Yet even so, if penetration
was not a prime object, these could be dealt with in the second
main stroke, although its depth might have to be still more
limited in consequence.
But, notwithstanding the experience of the Somme, the
conduct of the Flanders offensive at this stage was not guided
by this principle. Apparently by Haig’s orders, the Fifth
Army, in one local attack after another, delivered in
dreadful conditions of mud, on narrow fronts, against the
concentrated fire of the enemy’s available artillery, attempted
to seize the high ground which it had failed to secure on
July 31st. The first of these attacks was made on August 10th
by the I1 Corps against Inverness Copse, Glencorse Wood,
and Nonne Bosschen. Despite a short-lived success in
Glencorse Wood, it failed at almost every point. A battalion,
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ordered to attack again on the 12t11, to save such gains as had
been made, was prevented by heavy barrages from reaching
the starting point.
After this action there occurred a temporary improvement
of the weather. The battlefield was still largely waterlogged,
and Haig, in his despatch after the fight, admitted that it
would have been preferable to wait before striking his second
main blow. But if he had done so he would have had to
relieve all the troops, and there was no certainty that the
weather conditions might not later become worse. The truth
is that, holding that the morale of the Germans might be
broken before winter, he was deeply convinced that the Allies
could not afford to give them any respite, and was not prepared
to wait longer for the sake of making success certain,
especially as the Italians were about to launch another
offensive and the French a strong limited attack at Verdun.
The Canadian Corps also was ready to undertake an important
feint at Lens. General Gough, after consulting Plumer, who
was for continuance, urged Haig to break off the offensive, and
from that time onward he consistently opposed the launching of
attacks in wet weather.lzZ Apparently upon Haig’s insisting,
he pointed out that there would be serious difficulties in
attacking the heights. The German guns were evidently
disposed so as to concentrate very heavy fire on Polygon Wood
ridge, and progress might be more difficult there than on the
flats. H e suggested that the best way of taking the main
ridge might be to attack where his army had found progress
easier, further north.
Gough’s prediction as to the difficulty of taking the ridge
was correct. In the second main stroke, delivered on
August 16th,lz3his left flank and the French, as before, seized
all their objectives. In the centre the troops, weary with
dragging themselves through the mud, were split up by German
strong-points, and, with rifles clogged, were driven back by
counter-attack. But “ the strongest opposition of all,” Haig
wrote, “ was experienced on the main ridge by the right
corps of the Fifth Army.”
Appreciating the tactical value of this ground, the enemy concentrated
his efforts on retaining it, and every foot of our advance was bitterly
contested and will doubtless continue to be so until the enemy’s power
of resistance is beaten down.

-

See The F i f t h Army, fi. 205.
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Haig now recognised that his strategical object-to force
the Germans away from the coast-could not be attained so
soon as he had hoped, but he directed that the offensive must
be maintained at all costs. In an exchange of views, which
will presently be described, General Rawlinson had thrown
doubt on the probability of an early German breakdown, but
Haig remained confident. A big effort now, he urged, might
yield greater results than many people seemed disposed to
believe. The combined endeavours of the Allies, he told his
army commanders on August Igth, had already deeply affected
the German Army and people, who were disappointed by the
inadequate results of the submarine campaign.
The army (he said) was beginning to fail. Instances of all kinds
pointing to this had recently occurred which had never occurred before.
By making one great effort, and by continuing this effort for the next
few months, it was possible that a decision might be reached this
year. .

..

In his despatch of August 21st for the British Government
he stated that the Germans must already have lost 100,000
men in this offensive, and that the end of their resources was
in sight.l*' They were now beginning to reinforce their ranks
with the " 1919 class " (boys of 18 of whom only 400,000
would be available) ; the " 1920 class " (boys of 17) could
not yet be ready for many months. T h e struggle was likely
still to be severe " for some weeks," but, if the autumn was
fine, he was still hopeful of clearing the coast before winter.
The best course, therefore, was to continue the offensive and,
if complete success is not gained before winter sets in, to renew the
attack at the earliest possible moment next year.

But the offensive would have to be kept up till November,
and this would entail a heavy drain on the British Army's
strength. Counting the reinforcements then in sight, his
infantry would probably be 100,000 short in October. H e
theref ore ordered that all other services in France+avalry,
transport, railway construction, labour corps, army medical
corps, forestry and clerical services-must comb their ranks
to provide infantrymen.
Haig's conclusions were based on a paper written by the chief of his intelligence
department, Brigadier-General J. Charteris; but Charteris noted at the time: " D.H;
has not only accepted rn toto my report . .
but he has gone much further.
( A t G . H . 8 , fi, 2 4 7 . )

..
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Meanwhile the Fifth Army continued its minor attacks
“under the most unfavourable conditions of ground and
weather,” as Haig’s own despatches state. Haig told the
Government :
A further advance of 3,500 yards by the right corps of the Fifth
Army will give us possession of the summit of all the most important
part of the main ridge, from Stirling Castle by Noordemhoek to
Broodseinde, and when that has been gained events should move much
faster. . . .

The Fifth Army attacked the ruined woods or their
neighbourhood on August 22nd, 23rd, 24th, and 27th. But
after six days of local fighting the 14th Division had made
practically no advance. Since the beginning of August the
British infantry had been flung into attack after attack on
narrow fronts against Inverness Copse, Glencorse Wood, and
the indescribable morass of Nonne B o s ~ c h e n : ~under
~
concentrated fire of the enemy’s available artillery. Sometimes
it had aimed at objectives beyond the woods, sometimes at
the woods themselves, sometimes at the troublesome strongpoints between them. The Germans continually counterattacked. At the end of the month, after terrible fightingthe German official history says that in Inverness Copse the
line changed hands eighteen times-the British were still barely
clinging to the edge of the two woods. Gough urged that to
take the heights without more effective support from the
Second Army was impossible. Haig then made a fateful
decision.
From early in August the question whether the battle was
being fought on right lines was still deeply concerning the
staff at G.H.Q., and Haig circulated to all his
TheQueetion
army commanders on August 7th a second,
of Tactics
admirably lucid appreciation prepared by it,
in which the question was again raised whether the objectives
that had been set for July 31st were not too extensive. It was
pointed out that the object of the present offensive in its
earlier stages was not to break through the Germans, but to
wear them down. Should not the depth of the objectives be
limited by consideration not merely of the range of the
artillery, but of the training, discipline, and bodily strength of
the infantry? Should not the objective be near enough for
the troops to reach it in good order and without fatigue, so
= S e t Vol. X I I . glatr 372.
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that they could resist the counter-attack and prepare quickly
for the next advance?lZ6
This paper drew another remarkably clear appreciation,
this time from General Rawlinson. H e pointed out that the
British command had never yet attempted to conduct a
wearing-down battle with planned, logical methods, but had
relied too much on its belief that a breakdown of the German
Army's morale was within sight.
W e have never yet set ourselves deliberately to carry out a battle
of attrition on absolutely definite lines, with successive objectives well
within covering range of the artillery and well within the physical
capacity of the infantry. W e have never issued hard and fast orders
that these objectives are not to be exceeded however easily they may
be gained. W e have never set ourselves to work to deliver a succession
of carefully worked out hammer blows on the enemy at short intervals
with the object of definitely beating him to his knees so that there is
no question that his morale is finally broken. Then, and not till then,
shall we be able to take liberties. When that stage is reached, moreover,
we shall know it instinctively. I t will not be a matter of conjecture
built up on the reports of prisoners and deserters. I t will be an established fact known to every man in our own as well as in the enemy's
ranks.

Although Haig does not appear to have been at first
impressed by Rawlinson's views, the action which he now took
was as effective as if he had completely adopted them.
Believing that the southern heights were the key to the ridge,
he decided, on August 26th, to make them the centre of his
ensuing thrusts. For this purpose he handed over the attack
on them to the Second Army under General Pluiner, transferring to him the front of Gough's southernmost (11) corps,
which faced them. Gough's army would still co-operate on
the left, and as he had already planned another local operation
to capture the woods, he was to complete it before handing
over control. When this attack took place next day, and
failed, Haig authorised him to make still another ; I z 7 but
Plunier, planning his own operation on strictly " step-by-step "
lines, desired to take over the front on September 1st in order
to attack-given
fair weather-on
the 20th. Rather than
delay preparation, he asked to be allowed to include the
capture of the woods in the plan for that day's general advance.
'2"Thi~staff paper raised a second important point. As the Germans held their
front lines weakly, and depended on resistance and counter-attack further back,
army commanders were asked whether they should not use for attacking the
more distant objectives stronger forces than for the nearer ones. The practice had
hitherto been the o p p o s i t e t o throw two brigades at the nearer ObJectives and z
third through them at the more distant.
y1 Not, however, unless the weather was suitable.
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Gough, consulted by Haig, agreed. H e was ordered not to
undertake another major operation until Plumer launched his.
Thus Haig turned to the strict “ step-by-step ” method
which, as Rawlinson truly said, had never yet been given a
trial by the British. Of the continual local attacks that had
been made in August, little is said in the official despatches,
the reader of which might almost gather that, apart from the
second general attack of August 16th, the operations of
August were regarded by Haig as being of minor importance.
Yet in this maintenance of pressure by the old Somme methods,
not in the least adapted for attrition, lay the tragedy of the
August offensive.
The harm done had been irreparable. First, these events
had convinced the British Prime Minister and some members
of the War Cabinet that from the Ypres offensive nothing
was to be expected except a series of attainments, each
acclaimed in the press as a “victory,” but each, except the
first, really insignificant in every result but that of exhausting
possibly both sides, certainly the British. Owing to the losses
incurred, Lloyd George had, by August 23rd, resolved to
endeavour to stop the offensive in ten days’ time128and divert
the Allies’ effort into the Italian theatre. H e and his colleagues
can hardly be blamed for inconsistency-the conditions on
which they had always insisted had not been adhered t o : the
“ step-by-step ” battle for whose success they were waiting
had not been fought. Instead, there had been continual local
fighting and heavy consequent loss. Between August 5th and
September 9th the British forces in France suffered 10g,ooo
casualties, and during August the I1 Corps alone suffered
273,00h-tat
is, more than the total German loss in the
“ tragedy ” of Messines.120
A second result was equally serious. The fighting in
August overtaxed and discouraged the British troops to an
extent which their stubborn Commander-in-Chief did not
realise, but which was obvious to everyone in touch with the
true feeling on that battlefield. W a r correspondents like
Philip Gibbs130 were sensitive to the truth. The German
lyll See the entry on that date
in Sir Henry Wilson’s diary.
The loss of the Fourth German Army, exclusive of the Ypres and Nord Groups.
for the whole of June was 27,197.
Irn Sir Philip Gibbs. K.B.E.
War correspondent with the Bulgarian Army, 1912;
with the French and Belgian Armies, 1 9 1 4 ; and with the British Armies in France,
r915/18. Author and journalist; of London; b. London. I May, 1877.
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troops saw it clearly, as the British infantry staggered through
the mud to attack them, and it was from the statements of
German prisoners that some notion of the facts, which gave
cause for anxiety, came to the ears of General Gough.
The truth was that these strokes, aimed at the morale of the
German Army, were wearing down the morale of the British.
Whether British commanders were aware of the facts or not,
it was the August fighting that gave to the Third Battle of
Ypres its baneful reputation. The fighting at Passchendaele
two months later merely added to this.
Crown Prince Rupprecht, who had often been impressed by the
staunch bearing of British prisoners, was shocked on August 16th by
one of them saying that they would gladly have shot down the officers
who ordered them to attack. On the ~ 2 n dhe notes that captured soldiers
again blamed the officers and the officers the staff. On the 25th he was
informed by his infantry that, whereas the British would formerly hold
out though outflanked, they now surrendered easily.
The German
infantry, on the other hand, was imbued with confidence in its own
superiority.
German historians admit that their own troops were suffering to
the limit of endurance; von Kuhl even believes that they suffered more
than the attacking British, and in some respects their morale
unquestionably sufiered. But this effect was much alleviated by the
fact that they won most of these fights, and the British lost them.
The German official histor; claims the battle of August 16 as
“undoubtedly a great success for the Germans.131 It is true that the
Canadian attack at Lens on August 15132 caused a breakdown in the set
programme of reliefs for the German divisions at Ypres. Although that
attack was obviously for diversion, anxiety :as
created (von Kuhl
states) by the presence of the Canadian Corps, some of the best troops
the English had.” Trustworthy divisions, previously ear-marked for
Ypres, had to be kept at Lens to face them. Ludendorff, with his eyes
on the French success at Verdun and the Italian offensive, could give
no help.
Yet it is notable that Ludendorff still had sufficient confidence to
begin, at this stage, preparations not only for attacking the Russians at
Riga, but for crushing the Italians by sending eight or ten divisions to
assist the Austrians. I f Russia were forced to peace, a vast additional
reinforcement would become available in the west.

The opinion of the British troops, carried across the
Channel by thousands of wounded, could not fail to confirm
the Prime Minister’s opposition to the offensive. On Septeniber zgth, in spite of the success which a different method
was at last bringing to British arms, Lloyd George in a
’31 Schlachten des
Wrltkpeges, Vol. 27. Flandern. 1917, p 90. This account
gives first credit to the German artillery, which this day fired 746.000 roundsmore than its whole consumption in the war of 1670-71. The expenditure caused
some anxiety to Crown Prince Kupprecht.
m The important and interesting part played by No. 3 Australian Tunnelling Coy.
in helping to make this attack possible, is described in Appendir No. 3 (pp. 965-7).
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conference held in a railway carriage at Boulogne, agreed to
the reiterated French demand that the British Army should
take over from the French a much larger share of the Western
Front. The decision meant that neither the French Government and military chiefs nor the British Prime Minister
expected results of supreme importance from the Flanders
offensive.

From the August fighting the Australian infantry was so
fortunate as to be
but the detached artillery bore its
share. That of the 2nd Division, whose new
TheDrivere
battery positions were north of Hill 60, now
began to suffer severely, but the impact of the suffering had
somewhat changed; in this morass of a battlefield13' the
services of supply bore a heavy share of the strain. A war
correspondent records on August 17th a statement of Major
Manton,ls6 whose battery, the Isth, had so far lost 35 men.
Manton said that in this phase of the battle the palm should
go, not to those who, like himself, worked at the battery
positions, but to the drivers from the waggon-lines at Dickebusch, who daily and nightly brought up ammunition across
the mud.1Se These Australians (he added) had won themselves
a special name on this battlefield for the way in which they
went straight through the nightmare barrages laid on the
well known tracks which they and their horses had to follow.
Where many might hesitate, these men realised that the loss
would be less, and the job better done, if they pushed on
without hesitation.
This comment was justified. I t was undoubtedly through
the conduct of the drivers, as well as through that of the
gun-crews and observers, that the Australian divisional
lJaThe rd and. later, the 4th Divisions, holding the flooded but quiet trenches
east of dessines were sufficiently uncomfortable without the added horrors of the
offensive.
IrrOn Augurt 4 one ot the 2nd Division's guns was so bogged that only one wheel
could be seen above the mud.
U8Major R . F. Manton, D.S.O.; 15th Bty., A.F.A.
Insurance inspector; of
Armadale, Vic.; b. Windsor, Vic., g March. 11189.
" It was looked on almost as a cold-footed job before," Manton said, "one
which did not take a man into action
But . . . . like all those Australians
who were supposed to be in fairly safe jobs. the drivers took a pride in showing
what they could do when they came into the thick of it." He added that even the
animals came to know when a shell was coming close; and i f when halted the
horses heard the whine of an approaching salvo, they would 'tremble and 'sidle
closer to their drivers. burying their muzzles in the men's chests.
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artilleries in this battle-as General Gough wrote when they
left his army in September-" earned the admiration and praise
of all."
Artillery casualties were still high,lS7and the provision of
officers with sufficient experience for battery conimaiid became
a recognised problem. Other losses were replaced by drawing
constantly on the ammunition columns at Dickebusch, and
also by attaching reinforcements to the batteries. Whereas
infantry in this battle was quickly relieved, the artillery had
to stay on, supporting division after division. Some regular
relief was obtained by officers and men at the battery positions
changing over with those at the waggon-lines, and some rest
was also necessarily provided through destruction of guns in
action. Thus, in the 5th Division's artillery, by August 4th
the 14th Brigade had 9 of its 16 eighteen-pounders out of
action,lSa and three batteries were for a time organised as
two. Another result-and a serious one-of the wear of the
guns was that, in the later stages of some of these battles, the
infantry, though backed by the same number of artillery
brigades, was supported by far fewer guns-a result obvious
to those who had to follow the barrages but not always to
those who planned them.
During August and early September the infantry of the

I Anzac Corps enjoyed the last stages of its four months'
holiday. The two first months in the Soninie
area had been even more pleasant. Almost
daily, after training, there had been sports, deliberately
organised not for the expert but for the average player; and
on many days there were even sweeter intervals of fishing in
the streams, and other adventure.
The longrest

We came out of action for a spell (wrote Gunner Bannon,lae a
young Irish-Australian, during the short rest of the artillery) and by
Jove they gave us a good time. . .
There were two beautiful clear
streams running through the place . . . . some of the chaps got

.

137 In the 1st Division two more battery commanders, Major H. F . Kingsmill and
Captain A. J. Glendinning. were killed.
1'8 Seven through wear and buffer troubles; two damaged by shells.
Expenditure
of ammunition now sometimes had to be restricted throughout the B.E.F.-no longer
because of Its shortage, but to avoid undue wear of the guns.
'=Gnr. J. S. Bannon (No. 2 7 1 6 3 ; 2nd A F . A . B d e ) . Clerk, of Sydney and
Brisbane. b. Clonskragh, Co. Dublin, Ireland, 18 Dec., 1893. Killed In action,
7 Aug., 1918.
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needles and bent them over the light of a candle. One . . . . spent
the day catching all sorts of flies-from
gnats to dragon-flies as big
as sparrows-and
frogs. Next day . . . . we fished for two or
three hours, but devil a bite I got until we were just going home and
Next day we could see
then they were only wee little things. . .
fish everywhere . . . . but no way could we get the fish to bite.
So some of the chaps made fish traps the same as the black fellows
do in Aussie, and another party procured a fishing net somewhere, and
they got some splendid fish with them. However, that wasn’t much good
to us, so one of the chaps we knock about with . . . . told us he
used to shoot fish in Queensland, so the same evening we brought out
one of the rifles and about IOO rounds of ammunition. This chap
stripped himself (to swim and recover the catch) and we proceeded to
shoot the fish. . . . W e got our fish, about 4 lb. weight. Of course
next morning everyone knew all about it, and that day the fellows went
up armed with rifles and revolvers and bombs, and they did cause a stir
in the ponds; but none of them got any fish.

There would follow complaints from the villagers and orders
from army headquarters that the bombing of streams by
Australians must cease.
Meanwhile training proceeded steadily f roni company
exercises to those of battalion, brigade, and division. Competitions for the best trained platoon, or the best turned-out
transport, culminated in divisional tournaments-that
of the
5th Division being held in a field at HQnencourt on July 12th
in presence of the
During the training frequent
demonstrations were given : of barrages, by the 1st Division’s
artillery and trench-mortars before they went to Ypres; of
contact between aeroplanes and infantry, by the 1st Brigade
and the 3rd Squadron, R.F.C.; of “ a platoon in attack,” by
the 28th Battalion and by a model platoon at the corps school.
Gellibrand practised his battalions at village fighting in the
ruins of Le Transloy, each unit attacking separately while the
others looked on and criticised. In a final exercise of the
2nd Division, the 5th and 7th Brigades attacked three objectives
on the old Sotnnie battlefield, and the 6th then passed through
them and assaulted a fourth.
Three weeks before the Ypres offensive begar, I Anzac
was ordered to move into G.H.Q. reserve in Flanders, evidently
with a view to participation in a late stage of the great
offensive ; Birdwood and White believed that the corps would
he allotted to the Fifth Army. The transfer to Flanders began
lbUIn the 1st Division’s competition for the best trained platoon, the 3rd Battalion
won, just beating platoons of the 8th and loth In the 5th p s i o n the competition
for the best drilled company was won by the 55th Battalion. daughter ” of the 3rd.
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on July 26th, corps headquarters moving to Hazebrouckl"
and the Ist, 2nd, and 5th Divisions to neighbouring areas1'*
For final polish to their training, all brigades were successively
sent to a special esercise area near Lumbres, where they
practised methods of attack as modified by the latest
experience of the Fifth Army. It had been found that the
chief difficulty in recent attacks was due to the fact that here
and there groups of Germans managed to survive even the
heaviest barrages by sheltering in the concrete " pillboxes "
which studded this battleground. By locally checking the
attacking waves while the barrage moved on, these pillbox
garrisons caused the waves to lose that vital protection, and
this, occurring at several points, might be fatal to any attack.
As a counter-measure, the British barrages were now planned
to advance more slowly, with long halts at the main
stages, so that, if at any point organised opposition
survived, the platoons on the spot should have time to
fight it down with the diverse arms now allotted to
them, and to catch up the barrage before the next stage.
It was ordered that in every attack-exercise such situations
should be arranged.
By the time they emerged from this training, the divisions
of I Anzac were very efficient instruments indeed. The troops
had never been so healthy or happy, or the battalion spirit
so keen. It was at this stage that Australian soldiers-in
particular, the infantry-came to be known, together with the
New Zealanders, as " the Diggers." The term had occasionally
been heard before, but hitherto had been general only among
the New Zealanders, who are said to have inherited it from
1 0 They were there during many bombardments of the town by a German rq-inch
gun whose shell on several days burst very near Birdwood's mess. His intelligence
staff-officer, Major S . S . Butler, was thus wounded, hut no one cared to suggest
to Birdwood that he should shift his headquarters.
The headquarters of the
1st Division also were at Hazehrouck.
1- Wailon Cappel (later Neuf Berquin), Kenescure, and Blaringhem respectively.
The shining reputation with which the divisions arrived in %n(,Army
area was,
however, soon tarnished by men of two w i t s engaging in a riot in tbe precincts
of Second Army Headquarters at Cassel, to which Haig's,,advayed headquarters
also were moved about this time. As. often Fappened, the riot
was due to the
British military police arresting. as
drunk, an Australian, to whose arrest his
companions, and all otber Australians within hail. objected on the ground that he
was not drunk. The sergeant of police argued that the Australian must he drunk
having come up to him, a sergeant on duty, and asked him for the address of th;
nearest brothel.
On the arrival of the Australian A.P.M , Major W . Smith.
hastily summoned from corps headquarters, the misunderstanding was dispelled, and
the " rioters " went their ways. But Cassel was thenceforth out of bounds to them.
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the gum-diggers in their c o ~ n t r y . ” ~ It carried so rich an
implication of the Anzac infantryman’s own view of his
functions and
that it spread like fire through the
A.I.F., and by the end of the year was the general term of
address for Australian or New Zealand soldiers.
By August 26th it was known to General Plumer and the
corps commanders that the task of relieving the I1 Corps,
and capturing the key position on the ridge, would be allotted
to the I Anzac Corps, and that I1 Anzac would come in at a
later stage, possibly on I Anzac’s left. As each corps would
fight with two divisions in line and two in reserve, a British
division would have to be added to each. Birdwood, with
Haig’s consent, now asked Plumer that, instead of this
arrangement, his own corps, I Anzac, should be kept entirely
Australian by the return to it of the 4th Division, then with
I1 Anzac; and that I1 Anzac (New Zealand and 3rd Australian
Divisions) should be given two British divisions. I n this way,
he urged, Anzac divisions could be put into battle in pairs, and
advantage thus taken of the longing of these troops to have
other “Anzacs” beside them in action. I n support of his
request he pointed to the Australian Government’s wish,
expressed in a recent letter, that Australians should be kept
in purely Australian formations. One of his generals had
told him that the mere fact of serving beside other Australian
divisions increased the efficiency of his own division by thirty
per cent. Godley, to whom Plumer referred the matter,
generously replied that Birdwood was probably right.145 The
4th Division, then just coming out of the line at Messines,
was accordingly transferred to I Anzac.
It cannot be said that the news of the coming transference,
with its corollary of an early plunge into the offensive, was
received with pleasure by the 4th Division. Even in the three
well-rested divisions, which it was joining, the troops had seen
lU It is certain that the term had several independent origins (see Rcvetllr
July
to October, 1929) and had been commonly used long before among miners I; some
units; but in most It was, even at this date. barely known, and its general application certainly came to the A.1.F. from the New Zealanders.
lU
Tommy,” on the other hand, was never a generally popular term with the
British soldier, because it carried the flavour of the “superior person’s” view of
his attributes.
IM H e said that, though sorry to lose the 4th Division:, he thought it would
probahly q n in value by transfer to Birdwood’s corps.
1 do not anticipate,”
he added,
that the introduction of two good Biitish divisions will lessen that of
mine.”
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too much hard fighting to welcome the prospect of more. It
is true that their apparent fighting quality made a marked
impression on the succession of generals who now reviewed
them. The last, Sir Douglas Haig, after watching with his
cold, steady scrutiny the 2nd and 5th Divisions on August
2gth,"' remarked to General White that they could not have
marched better if they had received years of peace training.
But those same troops would have strongly objected to any
despatch from a war correspondent describing them as
" itching for a fight."l4?
And yet no one living aniong them could help observing
that, as the day for marching to the forward areas drew near,
there came over them a marked eagerness. Each nian had
faced up to whatever private problems this battle had in store
for him. There flew round the messes grim jokes as to who
should inherit his friend's boots or binoculars, and, despite
old dreads and horrid memories, men were obviously keen
to put into use the drill they had been practising, and confident
they could outplay the enemy. The excitement of the great
game, which must be won, mingled with their other feelings.
After the first sharp shock of d i s a p p ~ i n t m e t i t ,even
~ ~ ~ the
4th Division, though heavily diluted with new r e i n f o r ~ e m e n t s ~ ' ~
and deprived of the long rest which it expected after
Bullecourt and Messines, settled down to three weeks' training,
and quickly picked up the same eager spirit that animated
the sister divisions.
M He reviewed the and at Campagne (see Vol. XZZ, plate 360) and the 5th at
Le Mont Dupil. Birdwood, Godley, and Humer also separately reviewed the troops
about this time.
An excellent photograph of the Australian troops at this time is given in
plate 359 of Vol. X I I .
"The 4th had had more heavy fighting in 1917 than any other Ausfralian
division, and it did not yet know that the other divisions of I1 Anzac also were
to he used in the offensive. The apparent unfairness of throwing it into the
fight along with the three rested divisions of I Anzac aroused audible protests
at the parade of at least one battaliou when the news was arinounced
But the
tasks put upon this division. though severe, were not more so than those to which
8ome of the best English, Irish. and Scottish divisions were subjected.
l'BThe 4th Division was probably then at its lowest ehh. It had received after
Bullecourt (April-hfay) 3,400 new reinforcements and men returned from hospital.
and after Messines (June-August) 6,000. The influence of the young troops had
been noticeable during the months after Messines. On one occaaion some of a new
draft at one of the posts fled on the approach of a German raiding party, leaving a
few comrades to face the enemy and fight their way back. Moreover, the problem
of absence without leave, though then troublesome in all Australian divisions, was
especially so in the 4th
In numbers, the 4th Division was at this time as strong as most British divisions
but weaker than the other divisions of 1 Anzac which during their rest had been
huilt up to a strength equal to that of the CaAadian and New Zealand divisions
The strengths were: 1st Division, 646 officers, 14,175 other ranks, 2nd Division,
567 and 13.407; 4 t h 496 and 11,543; 5th- 5 5 5 and 13,179.

